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ABSTRACT
Aims. We present the boomerang-03 experiment, and the maps of the Stokes parameters I, Q, U of the microwave sky obtained
during a 14 day balloon flight in 2003.
Methods. Using a balloon-borne mm-wave telescope with polarization sensitive bolometers, three regions of the southern sky were
surveyed: a deep survey (∼90 square degrees) and a shallow survey (∼750 square degrees) at high Galactic latitudes (both centered at
RA  5.5h, Dec  −45◦) and a survey of ∼300 square degrees across the Galactic plane at RA  9.1h, dec  −47◦. All three surveys
were carried out in three wide frequency bands centered at 145, 245 and 345 GHz, with an angular resolution of ∼10′.
Results. The 145 GHz maps of Stokes I are dominated by Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) temperature anisotropy, which is
mapped with high signal to noise ratio. The measured anisotropy pattern is consistent with the pattern measured in the same region
by boomerang-98 and by WMAP. The 145 GHz maps of Stokes Q and U provide a robust statistical detection of polarization of the
CMB when subjected to a power spectrum analysis. The amplitude of the detected polarization is consistent with that of the CMB in
the ΛCDM cosmological scenario. At 145 GHz, in the CMB surveys, the intensity and polarization of the astrophysical foregrounds
are found to be negligible with respect to the cosmological signal. At 245 and 345 GHz we detect ISD emission correlated to the
3000 GHz IRAS/DIRBE maps, and give upper limits for any other non-CMB component. When compared to monitors of diﬀerent
interstellar components, the intensity maps of the surveyed section of the Galactic plane show that a variety of emission mechanisms
is present in that region.
Key words. instrumentation: polarimeters – techniques: polarimetric – ISM: clouds – ISM: HII regions –
cosmic microwave background
1. Introduction
The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is a remnant of the
early Universe. Its existence is one of the pillars of the cur-
rent Hot Big Bang model; its spectrum, temperature anisotropy,
and polarization carry information about the fundamental
properties of the Universe. The power spectrum of the tem-
perature anisotropy of the CMB, 〈TT 〉, is characterized by a
flat plateau at scales larger than the horizon at recombination
(θ  1◦;  	 200), where primordial perturbations froze early
in the history of the Universe, and by a series of peaks and dips at
sub-horizon scales: the signatures of acoustic oscillations of the
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primeval plasma. Measurements of angular power spectrum have
been very eﬀective in constraining cosmological parameters (see
e.g. de Bernardis et al. 1994; Bond et al. 1998, 2000; Dodelson &
Knox 2000; Tegmark & Zaldarriaga 2000a,b, Bridle et al. 2001;
Douspis et al. 2001; Lange et al. 2001; Jaﬀe et al. 2001; Lewis
& Bridle 2004; Netterfield et al. 2002; Ruhl et al. 2003; Spergel
et al. 2003; Bennet et al. 2003; Tegmark et al. 2004; Spergel
et al. 2006). However, the temperature anisotropy power spec-
trum is degenerate in some of these parameters; independent
cosmological information is required to break the degeneracy
(Efsthatiou & Bond 1999). All these studies make specific as-
sumptions on the type of the initial conditions (adiabatic, or
isocurvature) and on the shape of the power spectrum of the
initial perturbations (power-law, scale-invariance, running index,
etc.). When such assumptions are relaxed, the determination of
the cosmological parameters becomes much more uncertain (see
e.g. Bucher et al. 2002).
There is additional information encoded in the linear po-
larization properties of the CMB. CMB photons are last scat-
tered at z ∼ 1100. In Thomson scattering, any local quadrupole
anisotropy in the unpolarized incoming photons creates a degree
of linear polarization in the scattered photons. The main term of
the local anisotropy due to density (scalar) fluctuations is dipole,
while the quadrupole term is much smaller. For this reason the
expected polarization is quite weak (Rees 1968; Kaiser 1983;
Hu & White 1997; Kamionkowski 1997; Zaldarriaga 2003). The
polarization field can be expanded into a curl-free component
(E-modes) and a curl component (B-modes). Six auto and cross
power spectra can be obtained from these components: 〈TT 〉,
〈T E〉, 〈EE〉, 〈BB〉, 〈T B〉, and 〈EB〉. Due to the parity proper-
ties of these components, standard cosmological models have
〈T B〉 = 0 and 〈EB〉 = 0. Linear scalar (density) perturbations
can only produce E-modes of polarization (see e.g. Seljak 1997).
In the concordance model, 〈EE〉 ∼ 0.01〈TT 〉, making 〈EE〉 a
very diﬃcult observable to measure. Tensor perturbations (grav-
itational waves) produce both E-modes and B-modes. If infla-
tion happened (see e.g. Mukhanov & Chibisov 1981; Guth & Pi
1982; Linde 1983; Kolb & Turner 1990), it produced a weak
background of gravitational waves. The resulting level of the
B-modes depends on the energy scale of inflation, but is in gen-
eral very weak (see e.g. Copeland et al. 1993a,b; Turner 1993).
Alternative scenarios, like the cyclic model of Steinhardt &
Turok (2002), do not produce B-modes at all (Boyle et al. 2004).
Sensitive measurements of the polarization spectra will pro-
vide a confirmation of the current scenario of acoustic oscilla-
tions in the early universe and improve the determination of cos-
mological parameters, in particular those related to the optical
depth and reionization (see e.g. Kaplinghat et al. 2003). They
will help also in detecting deviations from a simple power-law
spectrum of the initial perturbations. Moreover, they will allow
study of the detailed mix of adiabatic and isocurvature initial
perturbations (Gordon & Lewis 2003; Peiris et al. 2003). The de-
tection of 〈BB〉 will probe the gravitational lensing of E-modes
(Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1998), and, if present, the inflation gener-
ated component (Leach & Liddle 2003; Song & Knox 2003).
Confusion by galactic foregrounds will ultimately limit the
precision with which 〈EE〉 and 〈BB〉 can be measured. Not much
is known about the galactic polarized background at microwave
frequencies. The two mechanisms producing diﬀuse brightness
of the interstellar medium are synchrotron radiation from rela-
tivistic electrons and thermal emission from dust.
The former is sampled at low frequencies. Patchy high lati-
tude observations at frequencies between 0.408 and 1.411 GHz
are collected in Brouw & Spoelstra (1976). New observations
carried out with the ATCA telescope at 1.4 GHz (Bernardi
et al. 2003) and at 2.3 GHz (Carretti et al. 2005) in the same
high galactic latitude region observed by our experiment show
that the polarized synchrotron emission is very weak. A naive
extrapolation to 145 GHz predicts a polarization of 0.2 µK rms,
small with respect to the
√〈EE〉 ∼ 4 µK expected in the concor-
dance model.
Polarized emission of galactic dust has been detected in
the 353 GHz survey of Archeops in the Galactic Plane (Benoit
et al. 2003) and at high galactic latitudes (Ponthieu et al. 2005).
There, 〈T E〉 has been detected at a level of 2σ, while only an
upper limit was obtained for 〈EE〉. The polarized dust emission√〈EE〉 extrapolated to 145 GHz is quite weak, less than 1 µK
rms. While the foreground signals are expected to be smaller
than the CMB signal at 145 GHz, they should not be ignored for
future, very precise measurements of CMB polarization. To do
this, multiband measurements will be mandatory.
After a long pioneering phase (Caderni et al. 1978; Nanos
1979; Lubin & Smoot 1981; Masi 1984; Partridge et al. 1988;
Netterfield et al. 1995; Wollak et al. 1997), the measurement
of CMB polarization is today a rapidly growing field; new in-
terest has been sparked especially by the possibility of detect-
ing the 〈BB〉 signature of the inflationary gravity wave back-
ground (Keating et al. 2001; Subrahmanyan et al. 2000; Hedman
et al. 2002; Piccirillo et al. 2002; Delabrouille et al. 2002; Masi
et al. 2002; Villa et al. 2002; Kovac et al. 2002; Johnson et al.
2003; Keating et al. 2003; Kogut et al. 2003; Farese et al. 2004;
Leitch et al. 2005; Barkats et al. 2005; Readhead et al. 2004;
Cortiglioni et al. 2004; Cartwright et al. 2005). To date, statis-
tically significant detections of CMB polarization have been re-
ported by the experiments DASI, CAPMAP, CBI and WMAP, all
using coherent techniques. DASI has detected 〈T E〉 at 2.9σ and
〈EE〉 at 6.3σ (Leitch et al. 2005); CAPMAP (Barkats et al. 2005)
has detected 〈EE〉 at ∼2σ; CBI (Readhead et al. 2004) has de-
tected 〈EE〉 at >∼7σ; wmap has detected 〈T E〉 at many σ (Kogut
et al. 2003), and 〈EE〉 at several σ (Page et al. 2006). The po-
larization power spectra measured by these experiments are all
consistent with the forecast from the “concordance” model best
fitting the wmap 〈TT 〉 power spectrum. Their precision, how-
ever, is not yet good enough to improve significantly the con-
straints on the cosmological parameters. The only exception is
the 〈T E〉 measurement by wmap at large angular scales, which
provides evidence for an early, complex reionization of the uni-
verse (Kogut et al. 2003; Kaplinghat et al. 2003). The detailed
structures in the 〈EE〉 spectrum are still to be confirmed, and we
are very far from the sensitivity required to constrain the initial
conditions or inflation.
The CMB polarization signals are so small with respect to
the noise of current experiments that systematic eﬀects are of
particular concern. Consistent detection by experiments using
very diﬀerent techniques is important. This has been achieved
only recently for CMB temperature anisotropy measurements,
where the data obtained by DASI, CBI and wmap at frequen-
cies <∼100 GHz are perfectly consistent with the bolometric maps
obtained by boomerang, MAXIMA, ACBAR and Archeops
at 150 GHz (de Bernardis et al. 2003; Abroe et al. 2003; Kuo
et al. 2002; Hamilton et al. 2003).
All detections of CMB polarization to date have been made
using coherent detectors at frequencies <∼100 GHz. In this paper
we describe a completely orthogonal experiment that has, for
the first time, detected the CMB polarization at frequencies
100 GHz. The experiment is a modification of the
BOOMERanG experiment that produced the first resolved im-
ages of the CMB (de Bernardis et al. 2000) and allowed the first
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detailed extraction of cosmological parameters from the CMB
(Lange et al. 2001). The modified experiment, flown in January
2003 and hereafter referred to as b03, is sensitive to polarization
in three bands centered at 145, 245 and 345 GHz. We present
here the measurement method, the instrument, and the maps of
the Stokes parameters I, Q, U of the CMB detected by b03 in
the 2003 campaign.
Maps of CMB anisotropy and polarization are an important
step in compressing the cosmological information into power
spectra, but they are also important on their own. Maps are es-
sential for understanding systematic eﬀects in the measurement
and the level of foreground contamination, and can be used to
test the Gaussianity of the CMB fluctuations (see e.g. Polenta
et al. 2002; De Troia et al. 2003; Komatsu et al. 2003; Aliaga
et al. 2003; Savage et al. 2004).
Estimates of the power spectra 〈TT 〉, 〈T E〉 and 〈EE〉 from
b03 are described in three companion papers (Jones et al. 2006a;
Piacentini et al. 2006; Montroy et al. 2006), and the result-
ing constraints on cosmological parameters in a further paper
(Mac Tavish et al. 2006).
2. The BOOMERanG-03 instrument
2.1. Generality
This instrument derives directly from the boomerang payload
flown in 1997 (Piacentini et al. 2002) and in 1998 (Crill
et al. 2003). That instrument provided the first high signal-to-
noise maps of the CMB anisotropy with sub-horizon resolu-
tion (de Bernardis et al. 2000; Netterfield et al. 2002; Ruhl
et al. 2003), and identified three peaks in the angular power spec-
trum of the CMB (de Bernardis et al. 2002; Ruhl et al. 2003).
After the 1998/1999 flight, the instrument was recovered and
modified to make it sensitive to polarization and to improve the
attitude reconstruction hardware. In this section we describe the
diﬀerent subsystems, with focus on the new ones.
b03 is a scanning polarimeter, composed of an oﬀ-axis, 1.3 m
diameter mm-wave telescope, a cryogenic multi-band bolomet-
ric receiver, and an attitude control system. The latter is able
to control the azimuth and elevation of the telescope while the
payload is floating in the stratosphere, at an altitude of >∼30 km,
under a long duration stratospheric balloon.
We use the sky scan to modulate the signal. We map the
anisotropy of the linear polarization by means of two separate
bolometers, B1 and B2, that observe the sky through the same
feed structure but are sensitive to orthogonal polarization direc-
tions. This device is called a Polarization Sensitive Bolometer
(PSB, Jones et al. 2003). Each bolometer signal is processed and
amplified separately.
In principle, we can then diﬀerence the two signals to obtain
the Stokes parameter Q of linear polarization. The U parameter
is measured by means of an identical PSB, containing bolome-
ters B3 and B4, rotated by π/4 in the focal plane with respect to
the first one. In this minimal set of four bolometers, the princi-
pal axis of each sensor is rotated with respect to the focal plane
by an angle αk. For the first PSB α1 = 0 and α2 = π/2; for the
second one α3 = π/4 and α4 = 3π/4.
In practice, our sky scan strategy uses repeated scans over the
same sky pixel p. At diﬀerent times ti during the survey, the focal
plane rotates with respect to the sky by an angle γi. Information
on Q and U in each sky pixel thus comes from all the bolometers
present in the focal plane, according to the relation
V pi,k=
1
2
Sk
[
Ip + Qp cos [2(αk + γi)] + Up sin[2(αk + γi)]
]
+ni,k.(1)
Here V pi,k is the signal measured by bolometer k at time ti; Sk is
the responsivity of bolometer k; Ip, Qp, Up are the Stokes pa-
rameters of pixel p in the chosen celestial coordinates, and ni,k is
the noise contribution to the ith measurement on that pixel. This
system of equations can be inverted and the Stokes parameters
estimated if a suﬃcient number of measurements over a range of
angles αk + γi is taken.
Other ways to modulate the polarization involve the use of a
modulating analyzer to extract the polarized component by syn-
chronous demodulation. Rotating wire grids, half wave plates,
K-mirrors, Faraday rotators, Fresnel rombs, have been used or
proposed as polarization analyzers (see e.g. Keating et al. 2003;
Battistelli et al. 2002; Hanany et al. 2003; Gervasi et al. 2003;
Gundersen et al. 2003; Catalano et al. 2004). While all of these
techniques can in principle provide a valuable means of reducing
requirements on the stability of detector gains and oﬀsets, they
come at a cost in both complexity and bandwidth. Correlation
polarimeters have so far been implemented only with coherent
detectors (see e.g. Carretti et al. 2001; Padin et al. 2002).
The polarization measurement strategy defined by Eq. (1) is
prone to leakage of the unpolarized component I into the po-
larized ones Q and U, if the responsivities Sk are not known
exactly. Similarly, errors in the principal axes angles αk mix Q
and U into each other. The polarimetric calibration consists of
measuring all Sk and αk. The precision required to obtain the
common-mode rejection needed in our case can be estimated as
follows.
For simplicity we choose the reference frame to have γ = 0,
and we consider the pair of detectors with α1 = 0, α2 = π/2. In
this case we can’t recover all the parameters but only I and Q.
Equation (1) becomes
V1 =
S1
2
[I + Q] = S
2
[I + Q] (2)
V2 =
S2
2
[I − Q] = SR
2
[I − Q] (3)
where we have expressed the calibration constants in terms of
an absolute calibration S = S1 and a relative calibration R =
S2/S1. The solution is
I =
1
S
[
V1 +
V2
R
]
(4)
Q = 1S
(
V1 − V2R
)
· (5)
Uncertainties on the calibration constant σS and on the relative
calibration σR are propagated in the error on Q by
σ2Q =
∣∣∣∣∣dQdS
∣∣∣∣∣2 σ2S +
∣∣∣∣∣dQdR
∣∣∣∣∣2 σ2R. (6)
Using I  2V/S (true if Q 	 I)
σ2Q
Q2 =
σ2S
S2 +
(
1
2
I
Q
)2 σ2R
R2 · (7)
For E-mode polarization we expect to have a factor I/Q of
the order of 20. If we want to achieve a ∼10% accuracy in
the determination of Q and U, we need to have σR/R <∼ 2%
for each detector. We show below that relative calibration con-
stants can be measured within an error of <∼2% by comparing
the CMB temperature anisotropy measured in diﬀerent detectors
(see Sect. 7.2.2). The absolute calibrationS has to be determined
with a relative error σS/S <∼ 5%.
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From Eq. (1) we can also estimate the acceptable principal
axis angle uncertainty. Again we choose the reference frame to
have γ = 0, and we consider the couple of detectors with α1 =
0, α2 = π/2, with errors σα1 and σα2 . To first order the measured
Stokes parameter Qm will be Qm = Q + 2U
√
σ2α1 + σ
2
α2
, i.e.
(Qm − Q)/U  2
√
σ2α1 + σ
2
α2
. From this equation we see that
σαi <∼ 2◦ produces an error in Q (and U) <∼10%. Mixing Q and U
also mixes E and B-mode signals, so errors in alpha may aﬀect
the level at which one can set an upper limit on the B-mode
polarization anisotropy signal.
Non-ideal polarized detectors have a residual sensitivity to
the polarization component orthogonal to the principal axis
(cross-polar response). As we rotate a perfect polarizing grid in
front of a non ideal polarization sensitive detector, the detector
response is given by a modified Malus law:
V = SI0
(
1 − ξ sin2 (αdet − αgrid)
)
, (8)
where S is the responsivity, I0 is the incident power and ξ is the
polarization eﬃciency. αdet is the angle of the main axis of the
detector with respect to the x axis of the reference frame, and
αgrid is the position of the principal axis of the polarizing grid.
This can be rewritten in terms of the cross-polar response
coeﬃcient  = V⊥/V‖ defining the response of the detector to
radiation polarized orthogonally to its main axis, as a fraction
of the response to radiation polarized parallel to its main axis.
We have  = 1 − ξ. Using an operative definition of responsivity
S′ = S(1 + )/2 we rewrite
V = S′I0
[
1 + 1 − 
1 + 
cos (2(αdet − αgrid))
]
. (9)
Taking into account cross-polar response, and dropping the ′ for
simplicity, Eq. (1) becomes
Vk =
Sk
2
[
I + Q1 − k
1 + k
cos (2α) + U 1 − k
1 + k
sin (2α)
]
+ nk. (10)
This system can be inverted to measure Q, U, and I if the cross-
polar response coeﬃcients k are known. In the same simplified
case considered above the system becomes
V1 = S
[
I +
1 − 1
1 + 1
Q
]
(11)
V2 = RS
[
I − 1 − 2
1 + 2
Q
]
. (12)
Assuming that 1 and 2 are known, this is solved by
I =
1
2S
[
V1
(
1 − 2
1 + 2
)
+
V2
R
(
1 − 1
1 + 1
)]
(1 + 1 + 2) (13)
Q = 1
2S
(
V1 − V2R
)
(1 + 1 + 2) (14)
where the terms of the second order in  have been neglected.
Proceeding as above, we find
σ2Q
Q2 =
σ2S
S2 +
(
1
2
I
Q
)2 σ2R
R2 + σ
2
1
+ σ22 . (15)
We conclude that in our case the uncertainty on the cross-polar
response parameters can be ∆σ <∼ 0.05. All the conclusions
obtained in this section have been verified by means of numerical
simulations with realistic parameters (Masi et al. 2002).
Scanning the sky with AC-coupled detectors is an eﬀective
way to measure the intensity and polarization of the sky at the
angular scales of interest for the CMB. This strategy has been
used by boomerang-98 and Archeops, is in use in QuAD, and
will be used by Planck-HFI and LFI.
In the case of b03, we scan the sky rotating the full payload in
azimuth, so that atmospheric emission is almost constant along
the scan. Working with an AC coupled amplifier, our system is
insensitive to constant signals.
We alternate forward and reverse scans to map the low fore-
ground region already observed by boomerang-98, centered
in the constellations Caelum and Horologium, at RA  5.5 h,
Dec  −45◦ (b <∼ −30◦). During Antarctic LDB flights, the av-
erage latitude of the payload is ∼−78◦. In one day, due to sky
rotation, this procedure produces a highly cross-linked scan pat-
tern (see Crill et al. 2003, Fig. 9), which is important for map
making.
2.2. Observation strategy optimization
Our sky coverage is optimized to reduce the errors on the CMB
power spectra given the constraints imposed by our telescope’s
hardware and the presence of bright celestial sources (the Sun
and Galaxy). With the assumption of uniform sky coverage and
uncorrelated noise from pixel to pixel and between T , Q and U,
the errors on 〈EE〉 are approximated by Zaldarriaga & Seljak
(1997):
σ2E, =
2
(2 + 1) fsky
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣CE, + 4π fskyNE 2
τB2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦2 (16)
and the errors on 〈T E〉 are given by
σ2X, =
2
(2 + 1) fsky
×
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣C2X, +
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝CT, + 4π fskyNT 2
τB2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝CE, + 4π fskyNE 2
τB2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (17)
where NT and NE are the eﬀective noise equivalent temperatures
in T and E of the combined set of detectors; τ is the integration
time spent uniformly covering the fsky fraction of the sky, and
B2 is the beam response in multipole space. For the case of b03,
N2E = 2×N2T since there are eight linear detectors arranged in
four orthogonal pairs, each with a diﬀerent orientation on the sky
(see Fig. 5). If we use an estimate of our detector sensitivity and
flight time (both based on the previous flights of boomerang),
and a set of power spectra based on the best models to date, then
we can calculate the uniform sky coverage needed to maximize
the signal to noise ratio near the first peaks of 〈EE〉 and 〈T E〉.
The signal to noise ratios for those band-powers are a fairly flat
function of the sky coverage. The signal to noise ratio for 〈EE〉
peaks near 4π fsky ≈ 70 square degrees. For 〈T E〉, the peak is
near 4π fsky ≈ 1600 square degrees (see Figs. 1 and 2).
The boomerang telescope has a useable elevation range of
35 to 55 degrees. The telescope is designed to scan no more
than 60◦ from the anti-sun direction. Exceeding this range could
cause heating of the telescope baﬄes by sunlight. There are also
constraints on the acceptable scan periods of the telescope. From
the 1998 flight of boomerang, we know that certain scan peri-
ods excite pendulations in the balloon-gondola system. The scan
speed is restricted by the thermal time constants of the detectors,
the mechanics of the telescope control systems, and the stability
of our readout electronics.
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Fig. 1. The signal to noise ratio vs. sky coverage for the 〈EE〉 computed
using the best estimate of NE . The three curves refer to diﬀerent ∆ = 50
bandpowers, and are labelled using the center multipole. These multi-
poles correspond to peaks in the “concordance” 〈EE〉 power spectrum.
Given these constraints, we created a scan strategy that came
as close as possible to producing uniform coverage over both a
“deep” region (for sensitivity to 〈EE〉) and a larger “shallow” re-
gion (for sensitivity to 〈T E〉). Because each change in pointing
elevation perturbs the telescope, we decided to adjust the eleva-
tion no more than once per hour. With this restriction, we found
that the smallest reasonable size that we could achieve for the
“deep” region was ≈100 square degrees. The size of our “shal-
low” region (≈800 square degrees) was bounded on one side by
the galaxy and on the other side by the distance from the anti-sun
direction.
When determining the details of the scan strategy, we sim-
ulated the scanning of the telescope based on the same “sched-
ule file” used to actually control the telescope during the flight.
These simulations produced a coverage map for a given schedule
file. Since this coverage was non-uniform, we approximated the
spectral errors by the sum of the error contributions from each
pixel
σ2E, =
∑
p
2
(2 + 1) fp
[
CE, +
4π fpnp,E2
τ
]2
(18)
σ2X, =
∑
p
2
(2 + 1) fp
×
[
C2X, +
(
CT, +
4π fpnp,T 2
τ
) (
CE, +
4π fpnp,E2
τ
)]
(19)
where fp is the sky fraction of a typical pixel and np,T and np,E
are the noise in a given pixel computed from the NET of the
detectors and the integration time on the pixel. We decided to
spend the first four days of the flight scanning over the “shallow”
region, and to spend the remainder of the flight on the “deep” re-
gion. After confirming that the scanning schedule produced the
desired sky coverage (and signal to noise), we adjusted the scan
speed so that it did not coincide with any pendulation modes
discovered in b98. Because of these adjustments, b03 uses a
range of many diﬀerent azimuth scan speeds: between 0.2 and
0.6 deg/s for the deep survey, and between 0.6 and 1 deg/s in the
shallow survey.
Twice a day, when the scans over the deep and shallow re-
gions would be at nearly constant declination and therefore give
Fig. 2. The signal to noise ratio vs. sky coverage for 〈T E〉 computed
using the best estimate of NT and NE . The three curves refer to diﬀerent
∆ = 50 bandpowers, and are labelled using the center multipole. The
selected multipoles correspond to extremals in the “concordance” 〈T E〉
power spectrum.
Fig. 3. Photograph of the radiation absorber of a Polarization Sensitive
Bolometer used in b03. The Si3N4 micromesh absorbing grid has a di-
ameter of 2.6 mm, the absorber leg spacing is 108 µm, and each leg is
3 µm wide. Only the vertical wires are metalized. The horizontal wires
are used for structural support and do not absorb radiation.
minimal cross-linking, the telescope was directed to scan a re-
gion spanning the galactic plane, including RCW38 and other
galactic sources useful for calibration (see Sect. 7.4).
2.3. Detectors
Cryogenic bolometers are the most sensitive detectors for con-
tinuum mm-wave radiation (see e.g. Richards 1994).
The focal plane of b03 consists of eight optically active bolo-
metric receivers, two dark bolometers, and a fixed resistor, all
of which operate from a 270 mK base temperature. The opti-
cally inactive channels are read out using identical electronics
as a check against microphonics, RFI and baseplate tempera-
ture fluctuations. The focal plane is split equally between two
types of receivers: four (dual-polarized) Polarization Sensitive
Bolometer (PSB) pixels operating at 145 GHz, and four (single-
polarization) two-color photometers using spider-web bolome-
ters operating at 245 and 345 GHz.
Polarization Sensitive Bolometers consist of a pair of
co-located silicon nitride micromesh absorbers which couple
anisotropically to linearly polarized radiation through a corru-
gated waveguide structure (Jones et al. 2003; Jones et al. 2006b).
The system allows simultaneous background limited measure-
ments of the Stokes I and Q parameters over >∼30% bandwidths.
The absorbers, separated by 60 µm, are electrically and ther-
mally isolated from one another. The devices used in b03 are
shown in Fig. 3.
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The common thermal and radiative environment resulting
from the physical proximity of the two detectors provides gain
stability and rejection of diﬀerential temperature fluctuations
which are limited only by diﬀerences in the properties of the
NTD Ge thermistors and the electrical leads, which determine
the thermal conductance to the bath. Both linear polarizations
propagate through a shared waveguide structure and set of opti-
cal filters and couple to the telescope through a cryogenic corru-
gated feed, ensuring an identical electromagnetic bandpass and
highly symmetric beams. PSBs are fabricated using the same
proven photolithographic techniques used to make spider-web
bolometers (Yun et al. 2003), and enjoy the same benefits of re-
duced heat capacity, low cross section to cosmic rays, and re-
duced susceptibility to microphonic response relative to mono-
lithic bolometers.
The two-color photometer is an evolutionary development
of the photometers originally designed for MAX (Fischer
et al. 1992), and used subsequently by the SuZIE (Holzapfel
et al. 1997), the FIRP instrument on the IRTS (Lange et al.
1994), and the boomerang98 (Piacentini et al. 2002; Crill
et al. 2003) CMB experiments. The b03 photometer has been
optimized for only two frequencies, and has been made polar-
ization sensitive by the fitting of a polarizing grid to the feed
aperture. The detectors are all similar, if not identical, to the
detectors flown on boomerang98. The b03 feed design, con-
sisting of a multi-mode back-to-back profiled corrugated horn,
is significantly advanced relative to earlier versions of the pho-
tometer. This system achieved high eﬃciencies and symmetric
beam patterns over the full 200–420 GHz bandwidth.
The radiation is coupled from the photometer feed through a
420 GHz metal mesh low-pass filter into the 12.7 mm diameter
photometer body. A dichroic filter, tilted by 22.5◦ with respect to
the optical axis wavefront, directs radiation at frequencies above
295 GHz to the 345 GHz detector module while passing the
lower frequencies to the 245 GHz detector module. The detec-
tor modules are thermally isolated from the photometer body,
which is held near 2 K, by a ∼5-mm gap. The photometer sub-
Kelvin feeds are smooth walled with an exit aperture matched
to the geometric area of the absorber. Corrugated feeds are not
necessary, as the polarization discrimination and beam forming
is determined by the 2-Kelvin feed antenna.
The two configurations used in the focal plane are presented
in Fig. 4. The performance of the receivers as integrated in the
boomerang focal plane is reported in Sect. 3.
2.4. Optical filtering
Optical filtering is of critical importance to a bolometric re-
ceiver; in addition to defining the optical pass-band, care must
be taken to ensure that the detector is shielded from out-of-band
radiation originating from within the cryostat. These filters also
play a significant role in the determination of the end-to-end op-
tical eﬃciency of the system. Finally, the optical filtering must
reduce the radiative loading on the various stages of the cryo-
genic system to acceptable levels.
The window of the b03 cryostat consists of a 50 − µm
polypropilene film stretched on an elliptical aluminum frame.
The window has excellent (>∼95%) transmission at all three
wavelengths but is exceedingly fragile, requiring replacement af-
ter each cycle of the cryostat.
Most of the filters used in the b03 optical system consist
of layers of patterned meshes deposited on polypropylene sub-
strates (Lee et al. 1996), with the gaps between layers filled
by polypropylene as well. The dichroic beam-splitter used in
Fig. 4. Schematic of the 2-color photometers (bottom) and of the PSB
polarimeters (top) used in b03.
the photometer body is the sole exception, being an air-gap the
inductive layers are deposited on a thin Mylar substrate and
stretched on an aluminum frame. The polarizing grids used on
the photometer and in laboratory testing, and the neutral-density
filter, are made in a similar fashion. Instead of inductive or ca-
pacitive grids, a linear pattern is used for the polarizer, while a
uniform reflective coating is used for the NDF.
The layers of the filter are hot-pressed to form a single self-
supporting filter. Some of the thicker hot-pressed filters are an-
tireflection coated with a tuned layer of PTFE (Teflon). PTFE
has high infrared emissivity, which initially resulted in exces-
sive heating of the b03 filters and a large thermal load on the
LN2 and L4He stages. In addition, the heating of the filters led to
a significant increase in background loading of the detectors re-
sulting from in-band thermal emission. To ameliorate this prob-
lem, large-format, composite IR blockers were fitted in front of
the 77 K and 2 K filters. These filters have high (>∼95%) in-band
transmission and reflect radiation at wavelengths shortward of
∼100 µm.
2.5. The focal plane
To measure polarization, we combine information from spatially
separated pixels, as shown in Eq. (1). The focal plane layout
(Fig. 5) is designed to minimize spatial separation between pix-
els, given the constraints of the existing boomerang optics and
the size of the feed-horns. This allows for maximal overlap of
maps made by spatially separate pixels. The wide focal plane of
the b03 telescope is thus populated by 8 pixels with independent
corrugated feed horn systems. Each pixel contains two detectors.
The four pairs of 145 GHz PSBs in the lower row of detectors
provide the best sensitivity for CMB temperature and polariza-
tion anisotropy. We have introduced some level of redundancy
by using four independent PSB pairs, covering with their prin-
cipal axes the range α = [0, π] in π/8 steps. The four pixels
in the upper row are 2-color photometers operating at 245 and
345 GHz. These are included to provide a lever arm for discrim-
inating CMB from dusty foregrounds. Table 2 summarizes the
properties of the b03 receiver.
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Table 1. The optical filtering scheme employed by b03. In order to take advantage of the low backgrounds available at float altitudes, much care
must be taken to reduce the background originating from within the cryostat. While the metal mesh filters, which consist of bonded layers of
polyethylene, exhibit in-band emissivities at the percent level, the PTFE antireflection coating is several times more emissive. It is crucial that
these filters remain well heat-sunk and protected from infrared emission from the warmer stages.
Optical Filters
Temp. 145 GHz 245 GHz 345 GHz
77 K ∼100 µm IR blocker
... 540 GHz AR-coated LPF
2 K ∼100 µm IR blocker
... 450 GHz AR-coated LPF
... Removable NDF†
... Polarizing Grid
... 420 GHz LPF
... 180 µm BP/Yosh LPF‡
... 295 GHz dichroic LPF 295 GHz dichroic HPF
0.3 K 180 µm BP/Yosh LPF‡ 360 GHz LPF 410 GHz LPF
... 255 GHz LPF
... 540 GHz LPF
... 168 GHz LPF
† The neutral density filter can be mechanically rotated in and out of the beam while the system is cooled down.
‡ A black-polyethilene (BP) Yoshinaga filter is an absorptive filter consisting of a thallium salt deposited on a black polyethylene substrate, the
thickness of which is tuned to minimize reflections (Yamada et al. 1962).
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Fig. 5. Focal Plane Schematic. 2-color photometers with band centers
at 245 GHz and 345 GHz populate the upper row. Each photometer is
only sensitive to one polarization. The lower row has 4 pairs of PSB’s.
The elements in a PSB pair are sensitive to orthogonal polarizations.
The circles representing the pixels show relative beams sizes: ∼7′ for
both photometer channels and 9.5′ for the PSB’s. The arrows through
the circles show the orientation of the principal axis of polarization. The
photometer and PSB rows are separated by 30′ in elevation, while the
pixels in a row are separated by 30′ in cross-elevation. The labels of
the two bolometers used for each pixel are also reported.
2.6. Telescope, beam, and optics polarization properties
The boomerang telescope is an oﬀ-axis system, minimizing the
radiative loading on the detectors. Its configuration is close to
the Dragone condition (Dragone 1974, 1982), which nulls the
cross-polar response in the center of the focal plane. However,
the need to accommodate a large number of detectors in the fo-
cal plane drove our optimization towards a wide corrected focal
plane rather than nulling the cross-polar response only in the
Table 2. Summary of the properties of the b03 receiver. The noise re-
ported in the last column is for a frequency of 1 Hz and is the average
noise of all the detectors at that frequency.
Freq. Bandwidth #detectors Beam FWHM NETCMB
145 GHz 45 GHz 8 9.95′ 170 µK
√
s
245 GHz 80 GHz 4 6.22′ 320 µK
√
s
345 GHz 100 GHz 4 6.90′ 450 µK
√
s
center. We optimized the optics for diﬀraction limited perfor-
mance at 1 mm over a 2◦ × 5◦ field of view. Radiation from the
sky is reflected by the parabolic primary mirror (1.3 m diameter,
f = 1280 mm, 45◦ oﬀ-axis) and enters the cryostat through a
thin (50 µm) polypropylene window near the prime focus. Inside
the cryostat, at 2 K, the fast oﬀ-axis secondary (elliptical) and
tertiary (parabolic) mirrors re-image the prime focus onto the
detector focal plane. They are also configured to form an im-
age of the primary mirror at the 10 cm diameter tertiary mirror,
which is the Lyot-stop of the system. In the center of the ter-
tiary mirror a ∼1 cm diameter hole hosts a thermal calibration
source (callamp) which is flashed at fixed intervals during the
flight (see Crill et al. 2003 for details). The size of the tertiary
mirror therefore limits the illumination pattern on the primary
mirror, which is under-filled by 50% in area (85 cm in diame-
ter) to improve the rejection of side-lobes. This is further im-
proved by cold absorbing baﬄes surrounding the cold mirrors
and rejecting stray light. Detailed parameters of the optics are
described in Piacentini et al. (2002) and Crill et al. (2003).
We have studied the beams and polarization properties of
this system by means of the physical optics code BMAX (Jones
2005). The total power beams B(θ, φ) resulting from the system
of the feed-horns and telescope are presented in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Total power beams B(θ, φ) computed for the b03 optical system
using BMAX. The lower row is populated by the 145 GHz PSBs, the
upper row is populated by the 245/345 GHz photometers. Contours are
plotted for power rejection levels of 0, –3, –10, –20 dB.
Fig. 7. Comparison of the cross-polar (contours) and co-polar (colors)
beams for one of the 145 GHz channels, as computed with the physical
optics code BMAX.
In Fig. 7 we compare the cross-polar beam (contours) to
the co-polar beam (colors) computed for one of the 145 GHz
channels. When integrated over 4π, the cross-polar response is
∼a few × 10−3 of the co-polar one. We conclude that the cross-
polar contribution due to the optics is negligible with respect to
the one intrinsic to the detectors.
In principle, a significant ellipticity of the beam can contam-
inate polarization measurements. The eﬀect depends on the de-
tails of the scan strategy. In order to estimate the acceptable level
of beam ellipticity, we carried out detailed simulations of the
measurement, using our scanning strategy and convolving noise-
less polarized CMB maps with an elliptical beam, as in Tristam
et al. (2004). The resulting simulated data have then been an-
alyzed using our standard pipeline. We find that neglecting an
ellipticity of the beam as large as 10% contaminates the esti-
mated rms polarization by less than 0.1 µK for both Q and U.
In Fig. 8 we show the eﬀect of neglecting beam ellipticity in the
estimate of polarization power spectra. As expected, the result-
ing contamination in the polarization power spectra is increas-
ing with , but is always less than a few % for a beam ellipticity
Fig. 8. Eﬀect of ignoring a 10% beam ellipticity in the estimate of the
polarization power spectra. We simulated a polarized map of the CMB
sky starting from aΛ−CDM CMB power spectrum. From the map, two
noiseless simulated data sets were constructed, using the actual scan-
ning strategy of b03. In the first set we convolved the map with a circu-
lar beam; in the second set we used an elliptical beam. Both data sets
have then been analyzed using our standard pipeline, and assuming a
circular beam. The top line in the plots is the power spectrum estimated
from the first simulation. The lower line is the diﬀerence between the
power spectra estimated from the two simulations. The relative diﬀer-
ence is always <∼ of a few %, which is much less than the statistical
uncertainty we have in our measurements.
lower than 10%. From the –3dB contours of Fig. 6 it is evident
that the ellipticity in our case is always <∼10%, so we expect that
the eﬀect of beam ellipticity will be negligible in our results. In
Sect. 7.4 we confirm from flight data that this is indeed the case.
2.7. Readout and signal processing
The bolometer readout unit is the same used in the previous
flights of boomerang (Piacentini et al. 2002; Crill et al. 2003).
The b03 bolometers are AC biased with a diﬀerential sine wave
at ∼140 Hz. The AC voltage across the bolometer is modulated
by the resistance variations induced by changes in the absorbed
microwave power. A matched pair of low noise J-FETs (based on
Infrared Laboratories cryogenic JFET modules) inside the cryo-
stat reduces the signal impedance from ∼10 MΩ down to ∼1 kΩ;
the signal is then amplified by a diﬀerential preamp (AD624),
band-pass filtered to remove noise outside the signal bandwidth,
and synchronously demodulated by a phase sensitive detector
(AD630). The output of the AD630 is proportional to the in-
stantaneous resistance of the bolometer. High frequencies (above
20 Hz, i.e. above the cutoﬀ frequency of the bolometer) are re-
moved by means of a 4-pole order low-pass filter. Signal (and
noise) components below 5.6 mHz are attenuated using a sin-
gle pole high pass filter. A further 100× amplification is applied
to fill the dynamic range of the ADC. The total amplification
of the readout chain (from the bolometer to the ADC input) is
50 000. This ensures that bolometer plus readout noise is more
than the quantization noise of the ADC. The output signal is
analog to digital converted with 16 bit resolution at the sampling
frequency of 60.0 Hz. The warm readout circuit has a gain sta-
bility of <10 ppm/◦C. The readout noise is flat down to a few
mHz, and is negligible with respect to the bolometer noise with
NEP ∼1.5 × 10−17 W/√Hz.
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2.8. Cryogenic system
The cryogenic system is the same flown in 1997 and 1998. The
main cryostat (Masi et al. 1999) has a 65 liter tank filled with
pressurized (1 atmosphere) liquid nitrogen, and a 60 liter liq-
uid helium tank which is pumped during flight, so that L4He is
superfluid. It maintains at 1.6 K a large (60 liters) experimen-
tal space containing the optical filters, a movable neutral den-
sity filter, and the 3He refrigerator (Masi et al. 1998) cooling the
bolometers and feed horn systems. The hold time of the system
is around 20 days. While for the 1998 flight we used two separate
entrance windows for the left and right sides of the focal plane,
for the b03 flight we used a single vacuum window, roughly el-
liptical (100 mm× 65 mm). The material is the same 50 µm thick
polypropylene used in 1997 and 1998.
2.9. Attitude control system
Azimuthal attitude control is provided by a reaction wheel with
a moment of inertia approximately 0.2% of that of the complete
gondola, and by a second torque motor in the pivot which cou-
ples the gondola to the flight train. The torque applied to the
reaction wheel is proportional to the error in angular velocity,
and the torque applied to the pivot is proportional to the rotation
rate of the reaction wheel. On short time scales torque is from
the reaction wheel motor, while on long time scales torque is
from the pivot motor. During a ∼1 dps scan, the reaction wheel
has a peak rotation rate of ∼100 rpm. The motors are driven by
a custom MOSFET bridge, controlled by a 20 KHz PWM signal
from the attitude control computer. The back-emf of the reaction
wheel motor is compensated for in the motor control software,
based on the reaction wheel rotation rate.
Angular velocity readout is provided by KVH ECore2000
fibre optic rate gyroscopes, which provide an angular random
walk noise of around 8′/
√
hour down to 0.01 Hz. Coarse abso-
lute pointing is provided by a TANS-VECTOR diﬀerential GPS
array (well calibrated, but with 6′ drifts on ∼20 min time scales),
and a fixed sun sensor (sub-arc-minute precision, but diﬃcult to
calibrate). The position of the inner frame relative to the outer
frame is determined using a 16 bit absolute encoder. Of these
sensors, only the GPS array provides a complete measure of the
gondola orientation in Az, Pitch, and Roll, though with signifi-
cant uncertainty.
The gondola is scanned in azimuth with a rounded saw-tooth
wave form. At all times, feedback is to angular velocity from the
azimuthal fibre optic rate gyroscope. During the linear part of the
scan, the request velocity is constant (0.3◦/s typical). When the
end of the linear scan is reached (as determined by an absolute
sensor, typically the diﬀerential GPS) the control changes from
fixed angular velocity to fixed angular acceleration, until the ve-
locity has reached the desired value in the opposite direction.
The absolute sensors are only used to define the turnarounds.
The elevation is changed by moving the inner frame, which
contains the cryostat, optics, and receiver readout electronics,
relative to the outer frame using a geared dc motor driving a
worm gear. The elevation is only changed between observing
modes. During an observation, the gondola is only scanned in az-
imuth. No attempt is made to remove pitch motions of the outer
frame by controlling the inner frame.
Two redundant, watchdog switched 80 386 based computers
take care of the attitude control logic, including adherence to the
observation schedule file and in-flight commanding.
2.10. Attitude reconstruction sensors
Two pointed sensors, a pointed sun sensor and a pointed star
camera, which have excellent intrinsic calibration, were added
for the b03 flight.
The b03 tracking star camera (SC) consists of a video,
COHU brand (4920 series), monochrome, Peltier cooled, CCD
camera equipped with a Maksutov 500 mm focal length, f/5.6
telephoto lens. This setup yields approximately 4 arcsecond per
pixel resolution and ∼30 arcmin field of view. Aﬃxed to the lens
is a seven ring baﬄe which is covered in aluminized mylar. The
interior of the baﬄe is painted with black water-based theatre
paint to prevent light scatter from entering the optics. For the
flight, a 715 nm high pass filter was installed and the camera
gain was set to minimum in an eﬀort to lower the risk of CCD
saturation at float, in the daytime Antarctic sky.
The SC is attached to a yoke type equatorial mount. Motion
control of the two axis system is provided by two Applied Motion
Products high torque stepper motors. An encoder on each axis
provides position feedback for controlling the motion of the
mount. Motor current is controlled via pulse width modulation
and a PID loop is used for the logic. Additional feedback from
the azimuth gyroscope is required to facilitate star tracking while
the telescope is scanning. Video images are captured with a
MATROX METEOR frame grabber at a rate of 10 Hz. The SC
raw data consists of readouts from the two encoders, star pixel
location in the camera field of view and star ID. Star azimuth and
elevation relative to the gondola are reconstructed post-flight.
The first solar sensor (Pointed Sun Sensor, or PSS) is a mo-
torized two axis sensor (Romeo et al. 2002) based on a four
quadrant photo-diode. Unbalance on the sensor activates the mo-
tors to keep the sun spot centered on the sensor, so that the sensor
accurately tracks the sun. The angles of the sensor with respect
to the payload frame are measured by means of two 16 bit abso-
lute encoders (resolution 0.33′). The second Solar sensor (Fixed
Sun Sensor, or FSS) has no moving parts (Romeo et al. 2002)
and is composed of two orthogonal digital meridians. In such a
device a linear slit is orthogonal to a linear CCD. The sunlight
entering the slit excites diﬀerent pixels for diﬀerent angles of in-
cidence. The output of the sensor is the position of the center of
mass of light, which can be related to the sensor-sun angle after
appropriate calibration. Due to the variation of the luminosity
level, an in-flight calibration is needed.
3. Pre-flight calibration
We extensively tested the instrument before the flight. This al-
lowed tuning of some of the parameters for maximum perfor-
mance, such as the bolometer bias frequency, preamplifier gains,
and ACS sensor gains. It also allowed measurement of instru-
ment parameters which are not expected to change from the lab
to the flight, and those that cannot be measured in flight. These
are the time-domain transfer function, the spectral response, the
angular response, the principal axes of the polarimeters, and the
cross-polar response. In the following subsections we describe
the set of measurements we performed before launch.
3.1. Transfer function
In a scanning instrument, multipoles of the CMB fluctuations are
encoded at frequencies f in the time-ordered detector data:
f  ˙θ
2π
cos e (20)
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Fig. 9. Measured transfer function of all the b03 channels (color lines).
20 log-spaced frequency samples per decade have been taken. The CMB
anisotropy and polarization signals of interest produce detector signals
in the range 0.04 Hz <∼ f <∼ 3 Hz. The low frequency response is due to
the signal electronics chain. The high frequency response is aﬀected by
the individual bolometers’ time constants; hence the variations at high
frequencies from channel to channel.
where ˙θ is the sky scan speed and e is the elevation of the
beam. The frequency domain response of the instrument has
to be known in order to deconvolve the signals obtained dur-
ing the flight. In b03 we use azimuth scan speeds between 0.2
and 1 deg/s: multipoles in the range 100 <  < 1500 produce
bolometer signals at frequencies in the range 0.04 Hz <∼ f <∼
3 Hz. The bolometers used in b03 have thermal time constants
in the ∼50 ms range. Their response is closely described by a
first order low-pass filter. The readout electronics has a transfer
function that matches this response and cuts low frequencies in
order to remove the DC level and low frequency drifts.
The transfer functions of the full system (detectors + read-
out) are measured with a 77 K blackbody load, with a cold (2 K)
Neutral Density Filter (NDF) in the optical path. The NDF is
reflective, and is composed of a thin aluminized polypropilene
film. The transmission is ∼1.5% and fully achromatic in our
wavelength range. The NDF is mounted in the 2 K optics box,
behind the 2 K filter, and can be moved in and out of the beam
by means of a gearmotor mechanism. The NDF has been used
to simulate the in-flight loading on the bolometers, and has been
removed for all other calibration measurements, since its polar-
ization behaviour is quite complex. Looking at the 77 K load
through the cold NDF we were able to simulate the flight back-
ground very well, as confirmed by the measurement of the in-
flight DC level across the detectors. The source is a modulated
signal obtained chopping a small 300 K source against the 77 K
blackbody background (filling about 5% of the beam solid an-
gle). The results are reported in Fig. 9, where we plot the transfer
function of the full system (bolometers plus readout electronics).
We have also measured the transfer function of the readout elec-
tronics alone, and also the transfer function of the bolometers
alone. The latter was obtained with the bolometers DC biased at
the same current as in flight, using the NDF in the beam and ob-
serving an external liquid nitrogen load. For this measurement
we have excluded the readout electronics and have used a DC
amplifier with flat response up to 800 Hz. From the compari-
son of the transfer functions obtained in the three ways we con-
firm that the high-frequency cut-oﬀ evident in Fig. 9 is largely
due to the bolometers, and derive the bolometer time constants.
These are between 50 and 100 ms for the PSBs, and between 5
Table 3. Spectral and time response calibrations: for all channels
(named in Col. 1) we report in the second column the average
frequency, and in the third column the optical bandwidth ∆ν =(∫
e(ν)dν
)2
/
∫
e2(ν)dν. Here e(ν) are the transmission spectra of Fig. 10.
The conversion factor between Specific Brightness and CMB temper-
ature fluctuations, as computed from the same spectra, is reported in
the fourth column. Spectral normalizations and flat band optical eﬃ-
ciencies are measured using NDF-up load curve power diﬀerences. The
spectral normalization η (fifth column) is calculated using the spectral
response from the FTS measurements. The optical eﬃciency 〈ηe(ν)〉band
(sixth column) is calculated assuming a flat spectral response. The de-
tectors are assumed to be single-moded. The high optical eﬃciency of
the 345 GHz channels is likely due to propagation of multiple modes to
the detector. The time constant τ is reported in the seventh column, as
measured in the laboratory with loading conditions similar to the flight
ones.
Channel 〈ν〉 (GHz) ∆ν (GHz) MJy/srKCMB Spec. Norm. Opt. Eﬀ. τ (ms)
145W1 147.3 46.9 388 0.35 0.26 89
145W2 146.7 45.3 387 0.35 0.26 50
145X1 146.2 46.1 386 0.37 0.28 58
145X2 146.6 45.5 387 0.33 0.25 43
145Y1 147.0 46.7 388 0.38 0.29 97
145Y2 146.8 46.6 387 0.38 0.31 82
145Z1 147.0 46.2 388 0.26 0.19 66
145Z2 147.1 47.6 388 0.21 0.14 81
245W 248.0 94.6 461 0.38 0.33 12
245X 250.7 87.6 460 0.36 0.28 20
245Y 244.0 89.6 465 0.33 0.27 15
245Z 247.6 96.0 461 0.32 0.27 16
345W 340.3 134.7 321 0.81 0.70 7.9
345X 338.9 137.1 323 0.89 0.77 8.0
345Y 344.1 131.7 314 0.82 0.72 4.7
345Z 337.8 131.3 326 0.87 0.68 12
and 20 ms for the 245 and 345 GHz bolometers (see Table 3).
We estimate a <∼10% uncertainty in applying these data to flight
conditions.
3.2. Spectral calibration
The optical power absorbed by the bolometer is a function of the
incident optical power, the spectral response of the bolometer
and the optical eﬃciency of entire system.
For an unpolarized beam filling source and a detector sensing
a single polarization, the absorbed optical power is
W =
η
2
AΩ
∫
B(ν)e(ν)dν, (21)
where A is the aperture area, Ω is the beam solid angle, e(ν)
is the spectral response of the system (normalized to 1 in the
maximum), η is the spectral normalization (i.e. ηe(ν) is the actual
spectral response), and B(ν) is the spectrum of the input source.
The optical eﬃciency is then defined as the average of the
function ηe(ν) over the bandwidth of the detector.
The spectral response of our detectors is measured us-
ing a polarized Martin-Puplett Fourier Transform Spectrometer
(FTS). Figure 10 shows the details of the spectral response e(ν)
of the diﬀerent bolometers, as measured before the flight.
To normalize the spectral response, we use load curve data
taken with the bolometers viewing blackbody optical loads of
77 K (liquid nitrogen) and 90 K (liquid oxygen) (Montroy
et al. 2003). For load curves taken with two diﬀerent optical
loadings, we can assume that the incident power (optical plus
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Fig. 10. Measured spectral response e(ν) of the 16 bolometers used in
b03. The spectra have been measured before the flight by means of a
thermal blackbody source and a Martin-Puplett interferometer. All the
transmission measurements are normalized for unit peak transmission.
The eﬃciencies of the diﬀerent channels are reported in Table 3. The
dashed line is the brightness of CMB fluctuations, normalized to the
peak (217 GHz) brightness: our three bands bracket the maximum of
such a spectrum.
electrical) on the bolometer is the same when the bolometer re-
sistance measured from the two curves is equal
Pelec(Ibias1) +W load1 = Pelec(Ibias2) +W load2. (22)
By diﬀerencing the electrical power, we can calculated the dif-
ference in optical power
∆P = Pelec(Ibias1) − Pelec(Ibias2) = W load2 −W load1. (23)
We calculate the spectral normalization η from this power dif-
ference. Table 3 shows the spectral normalization and flat band
optical eﬃciency calculated from load curve diﬀerences.
The spectral calibration of the detectors allow us to compute
color corrections for all our photometric channels. In fact our
system is calibrated in flight using the CMB anisotropy as a ref-
erence source (see Sect. 7.2.2). For this reason the responsivity
must be corrected when observing sources with a diﬀerent spec-
trum, like, e.g. interstellar dust emission. However, the spectral
matching of PSBs is good enough that even not applying any
color correction, the spurious polarization degree is <∼5 × 10−3
for any reasonable ISD spectrum.
3.3. Polarimetric calibration
To characterize the polarization properties of our system, we
measured the polarization eﬃciency, ξ (or the cross-polar re-
sponse  = 1 − ξ), and the polarization angle of each detector,
αdet (see Eqs. (8) and (9)).
We made these measurements with the receiver alone and
with the whole system including the telescope.
Figure 11 shows the configuration of the receiver polariza-
tion calibration. A rotating polarizing grid is placed directly be-
neath the cryostat. It sits above a cold load (liquid nitrogen)
which is modulated by a chopper wheel. The chopper wheel is
rotated at 2 Hz and the grid has a rotation period of approxi-
mately 10 min. When the transmission axis of the grid is aligned
with the polarization axis of the detector, the detector sees what-
ever is behind the grid (i.e. the chopper wheel or the cold load).
When the grids are 90◦ out of alignment the detector sees ra-
diation reflected oﬀ the grid. The size of the source aperture is
such that the modulated signal fills ∼5% of the receiver solid
Fig. 11. The source used for the polarization calibration of the receiver.
The system is tilted at 22.5◦ so that rays reflecting oﬀ the grid go to
300 K eccosorb absorbers (shown as black, thick lines in the drawing).
The aperture of the system is ∼5 cm. The chopper wheel chops between
77 K and 300 K, while a belt drive rotates the polarizing grid. The chop-
per wheel rotates at 2 Hz, while the grid has a rotation period of about
10 min.
Table 4. Cross-polarization and principal axis angle measurements for
all the channels. The polarization angle and the beam filling values refer
to measurements on the complete instrument obtained with the appara-
tus described in Fig. 12, while the on-axis measurements refer to mea-
surements on the receiver alone, obtained with the apparatus described
in Fig. 11 and also in a test cryostat testing single channels.
Channel Polarization angle (deg) Cross-polarization 
nominal measured on-axis beam-filling
145W1 135.0 137.1 ± 2.0 0.080 ± 0.006 0.11 ± 0.02
145W2 45.0 44.4 ± 2.0 0.062 ± 0.005 0.11 ± 0.02
145X1 180.0 178.4 ± 2.0 0.055 ± 0.013 0.09 ± 0.02
145X2 90.0 88.7 ± 2.0 0.070 ± 0.008 0.13 ± 0.02
145Y1 157.5 158.6 ± 2.0 0.051 ± 0.012 0.11 ± 0.02
145Y2 67.5 66.2 ± 2.0 0.060 ± 0.006 0.11 ± 0.02
145Z1 112.5 109.8 ± 2.0 0.182 ± 0.004 0.22 ± 0.02
145Z2 22.5 21.2 ± 2.0 0.088 ± 0.008 0.12 ± 0.02
245W 135.0 139.2 ± 2.0 0.007 ± 0.005 0.02 ± 0.02
245X 45.0 42.9 ± 2.0 0.007 ± 0.005 0.02 ± 0.02
245Y 180.0 178.7 ± 2.0 0.000 ± 0.015 0.03 ± 0.02
245Z 90.0 85.2 ± 2.0 0.014 ± 0.013 0.01 ± 0.02
345W 135.0 139.9 ± 2.0 0.008 ± 0.005 0.01 ± 0.02
345X 45.0 42.6 ± 2.0 0.008 ± 0.001 0.01 ± 0.02
345Y 180.0 178.7 ± 2.0 0.004 ± 0.014 0.02 ± 0.02
345Z 90.0 84.9 ± 2.0 0.019 ± 0.013 0.02 ± 0.02
angle. The NDF was not in the beam, in order to avoid multi-
ple reflections, which could aﬀect the polarization response of
the instrument. As a result, the background on the detectors is
about hundred times higher than in flight, and the responsivity of
all the detectors is many times lower. This is not a problem for
these measurements since, with increased bias, there is plenty
of signal anyway, and both the polarization axis position and
the cross-polar response are independent of the absolute respon-
sivity. Moreover, the modulated signal is much smaller than the
background, so that the the response of the detectors, even if
low, is still linear. The best fit values of the cross-polar response
parameter  when the source is on the optical axis are reported
in Table 4. The measured cross-polar response is in principle an
upper limit for the cross-polar response of our receiver, since it
includes any cross-polar radiation produced by the calibration
source. However, using two identical polarizing grids in series,
we have verified that their transmission is <0.1% when the prin-
cipal axes form an angle of π/2. We conclude that the contribu-
tion of the source to the measured cross-polar response is neg-
ligible. This fact is also confirmed a posteriori by the low level
of total cross polarization measured in the 245 and 345 GHz
detectors.
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Fig. 12. The apparatus for measuring polarization angle and cross polar
response of the entire telescope. The cold load is kept at 77 K by a
liquid nitrogen bath. The source telescope is a 1.3 m oﬀ axis paraboloid
(the spare of the b03 mirror), and is kept at a distance of ∼6 m from the
b03 telescope. The source is scanned in Azimuth by rotating the b03
payload around its vertical axis. With a small diaphragm in the source,
scans are repeated at diﬀerent elevations to obtain a full map of the beam
and of its polarization properties. With a large diaphragm, producing a
beam-filling beam, we change azimuth and elevation of b03 to find the
maximum signal.
For the measurement of the full system we used a fully po-
larized modulated plane wave filling the telescope aperture. This
was produced using a thermal source in the focus of the spare
boomerang primary mirror. This inverted telescope system was
placed in front of the b03 telescope (see Fig. 12). Analytical cal-
culations (Dijk et al. 1974) and optical simulations show that
the cross-polar response introduced by the spare primary at our
frequency is <∼1%. The source at the focus is made with a high
eﬃciency wire grid (12.5 µm diameter Tungsten wires, 25 µm
spacing) in front of a chopper alternating a 77 K blackbody and
a 300 K blackbody. The wire grid axis was tilted by 28◦ with
respect to the optical axis of the system. Again, we have veri-
fied using two identical grids in series, that their transmission is
<0.1% when the principal axes form an angle of π/2. We con-
clude that also in this case the contribution of the source to the
measured cross-polar response is negligible. The b03 telescope
was mounted on a rotating platform with absolute encoders for
angle measurements. The NDF was not in the beam, as explained
above. Bolometer data and the chopper reference signals were
read by the Data Acquisition System of the experiment. A soft-
ware demodulator measuring amplitude and phase of the syn-
chronous signal was used to extract the polarized source signal
from the background. Data were taken for 18 positions of the
wire grid between 0 and 180 degrees. After correcting for the tilt
Fig. 13. Beam-integrated polarization response of the entire instrument
(PSB channels).
of the grid with respect to the optical path, the data for all the
bolometers and for all the incidence angles were fit with Eq. (9).
The measurement was carried out in two diﬀerent configu-
rations. In the first we used a wide aperture on the cold source,
so the telescope beam was completely filled by a >∼1◦ source.
The source-telescope relative position was then optimized for
maximum signal. In this configuration we measured the inte-
grated polarization properties of the instrument. The measured
data for this configuration are shown in Fig. 13 for the PSB
channels, and in Fig. 14 for the two-color photometer channels.
The data shown in Figs. 13 and 14 derive from measurements
where we spent a long (∼100 s) integration time in each input
polarization angle. As a result, the statistical error due to detec-
tor noise is negligible with respect to calibration errors. In the
plot of Figs. 13 and 14 the statistical error is smaller than the
dots representing the data. Inspection of the same plots shows
that there are in some cases random deviations from the sine-
wave behaviour otherwise evident in the data, and that these de-
viations exceed the level allowed by the statistical errors. These
measurements have been carried out during the pre-flight char-
acterization of the instrument, and there was no time to track-
down the origin of the detected deviations. We believe that they
derive from perturbations of the experimental setup due to the
presence of other pre-flight activities. However, treating these
deviations as random errors, and increasing the error bars ac-
cordingly so that the reduced χ2 is 1, we find that the error in the
best fit cross-polarization is still <1%, i.e. similar or lower than
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Fig. 14. Beam-integrated polarization response of the entire instrument
(two-colors photometers).
the upper limit we have for the cross polarization of the source
itself. For this reason we have conservatively given a 2% error
for the cross-polarization measurements. This error includes the
statistical noise error, the systematic error, and the source cross-
polarization uncertainty.
The best fit values of the parameters  and αdet are reported
in Table 4. The measured cross-polar response for the PSB chan-
nels is of the order of 0.1. It is lower for the two color photome-
ter channels, because of the high eﬃciency of the wire grids.
This fact confirms that the source itself cannot contribute sig-
nificantly to the measured cross-polar response. In the second
configuration we used a small aperture (∼3′ FWHM), in order to
investigate the cross-polar response properties as a function of
the oﬀ-axis angle. In general the on-axis cross-polar response
is lower than the integral values of Table 4, while oﬀ-axis is
higher. This is in agreement with the physical optics model of
our system (shown in Fig. 7) and with the receiver polarization
calibration described above.
3.4. Beam measurement
We measured the beam profile B(θ, φ) of our telescope with a
thermal source tethered on a balloon in the far field of the tele-
scope. The measurement was made in the relatively transpar-
ent atmosphere of Antarctica. A small tethered balloon lifted a
microwave absorber (made out of eccosorb) into the telescope
beam, at a distance of about 1.5 km from the payload. We used
two sources to measure the beam, a sphere (with 45 cm diameter)
Fig. 15. Measurement (crosses) of the azimuth beam profile of channel
145W1, obtained from repeated scans of a thermal source in the far field
of the telescope. The measurements fit very well the prediction of the
physical optics code BMAX (dashed line).
to measure the main beam, and a larger cylinder (with 76 cm di-
ameter and 91 cm height) to map the sidelobes. The telescope
was steered by a combination of a slow azimuth scan with a
very slow elevation drift to map the beam profile of all the b03
detectors. The position of the source relative to the telescope
was continuously measured with the tracking star camera. This
system worked very well to measure 1D (azimuth) profiles of
the beam. However, due to the short suspension chain used in
the laboratory, the stability of the pointing system against pen-
dulations was not good, and we estimate an uncertainty of >∼10′
in the elevation measurements. For this reason we cannot esti-
mate satisfactory 2D maps from the scans. We have verified that
the data fit our physical optics (BMAX) beam model on single
azimuth scans, as exemplified in Fig. 15, where χ2/d.o.f. ∼ 1.
Similar results are obtained for many cuts of our beam, obtained
at diﬀerent elevation (which is left as a free parameter in the
fits). So, even if we cannot measure the 2D beam directly from
the ground calibration data, we are confident that we can use the
beam computed from BMAX (plotted in Fig. 6) to model it at
the required accuracy level. This is set by the presence of point-
ing jitter during the observations (see Sect. 5.1), at a level of >∼2′
rms: in comparison, the small diﬀerences between the data and
the best fit are negligible.
From the BMAX beam we compute the transfer function B2
of the instrument in multipole space. This is plotted in Fig. 16,
where it is also compared to a Gaussian beam transfer function.
This B2 has been convolved with the smearing resulting from
pointing jitter, and used to deconvolve all our power spectrum
measurements, as reported in Jones et al. (2006a), Piacentini
et al. (2006), Montroy et al. (2006).
4. Observations
The instrument was launched by NASA-NSBF on Jan. 6, 2003,
from Williams Field, near the McMurdo Station, in Antarctica
(167◦ 5.760′ E; 77◦ 51.760′ S). The flight lasted until Jan. 21,
with a total of 311 h.
The altitude of the payload during the flight is reported in
Fig. 17. The periodic variation is due to the daily change of el-
evation of the sun, while the long term trend is due to a small
leak in the balloon. We released ballast, in a moderate amount
on day 3, and then in a full drop on day 5. After day 11,
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Fig. 16. Upper panel: instrument response at 145 GHz in multipole
space, computed from the BMAX physical optics model (red line). The
beam is similar to a 9.8 arcmin FWHM Gaussian (black line). The ra-
tio between the window function for the actual beam and that for a
Gaussian beam is plotted in the lower panel.
Fig. 17. Bottom: the altitude of the payload during the balloon-flight.
The sinusoidal variation is due to the daily change of elevation of the
sun, while the long term trend is due to a small leak in the balloon.
The arrows indicate ballast releases used to counter the downward drift.
Top: drift of detector responsivity during the flight as measured with
the on-board calibration lamp: it is contained within a few % for the
whole length of the flight. The correlation with the altitude is due to to
the variation of atmospheric pressure with altitude, which changes the
temperature of the superfluid 4He bath in the cryostat, with a consequent
change in bolometer temperature.
the altitude dropped below 28 km, telescope pointing become
diﬃcult, and we had to stop observations.
We devoted a total of 119 h to scans on the deep survey re-
gion, a total of 79 h to scans on the shallow survey region, and
a total of 30 h to scans over the Galactic plane. The remaining
hours have not been used for the data analysis, due to spurious
signals after events like ballast drop or elevation changes, and
due to testing, cryogenic operations, non optimal performance
of the attitude control system at the lowest altitudes.
Maps of the sky coverage for the three surveys are reported
in Figs. 18 and 19. The histogram of the integration time per
pixel for the 3 diﬀerent regions is plotted in Fig. 20.
4.1. Attitude control system performance in flight
Motion control was flawless in both the azimuth scanning and
the drive of the inner frame elevation when the payload was at
Fig. 18. Map of the observation time (integral over all the 145 GHz
bolometers) in the “Shallow” and “Galaxy” surveys of b03. The larger
box includes pixels of the shallow survey actually used for the power
spectrum analysis; the smaller box refers to the “Deep” survey (see
Fig. 19).
Fig. 19. Map of the observation time (integral over all the 145 GHz
bolometers) in the “Deep” survey of b03. This region overlaps com-
pletely with the central part of the shallow survey region. The box
includes pixels of the deep survey actually used for the power spec-
trum analysis; however, the three circular regions marked around strong
AGNs have been excised.
Fig. 20. Histogram of observation time per pixel (3.5′ pixels) in the
three surveys performed during the b03 flight.
nominal altitude (>∼25 km). The GPS and FSS provided the re-
quired coarse, ∼10 arcmin in-flight azimuth pointing and the gy-
roscopes functioned almost continuously, aside from short peri-
ods of dropouts or computer reboots. Near the end of the flight,
once the payload altitude dropped below ∼23 km, high winds
made motion control impossible and the ACS was shut down.
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Performance of the tracking sensors, the SC and the PSS,
was marred by communication problems in the ACS flight com-
puter. With both sensors operating at the same time the computer
was unable to parse the large amounts of incoming and outgoing
data. To resolve this issue the PSS was turned oﬀ early in the
flight. The SC provided the fine pointing data for the first and
last thirds of the flight. The cold temperature at low (pre-ballast
drop) altitude on day 4 caused the SC to freeze up, at which
point the PSS was turned back on, providing fine pointing for
the middle third of the flight.
5. Raw data processing
The polarization signal we are looking for is very small. In the
observations of the deep region at 145 GHz the contribution from
CMB polarization is of the order of a thousandth of the noise for
a single signal sample, and of the order of a tenth of the error
for the final measurement of a single 3.5′ pixel. For this reason
we must properly exclude instrumental artifacts and avoid the
introduction of bias. We developed two completely independent
analysis pipelines, which will be called IT (Italy) and NA (North
America) in the following discussion. In this section and in the
following we outline the data analysis and specify where the two
pipelines make diﬀerent choices. Despite the many diﬀerences,
the final spectra and maps are fully consistent. This is the best
test of the robustness of the dataset against alternative data se-
lection and analysis procedures.
The raw data acquired by the b03 telescope is convolved with
a transfer function consisting of the thermal response of the de-
tector and the filtering of the readout electronics. It also contains
transients caused by cosmic rays and our calibration lamp, and
longer time-scale events caused by thermal instabilities resulting
after each elevation change. At each step of the data cleaning, we
flag (mark as bad) some samples in the datastream and fill these
flagged samples with a constrained realization of the noise. This
noise filling uses linear prediction to replace flagged samples
based on the unflagged data on either side. After removing very
large cosmic rays, we flag a minimal number of samples around
each elevation change and fit out a decaying exponential to the
signal recovery.
Next, the datastreams are deconvolved with the combined
thermal and electrical transfer functions. For the NA pipeline,
we used transfer functions determined by pre-flight lab mea-
surements (described in Sect. 3.1). For the IT pipeline we used
the in-flight determination of the transfer function described in
Sect. 6.1.
The samples containing signals from our calibration lamp
are flagged. Medium amplitude cosmic rays are then flagged by
passing a simple template through the timestream and looking
for spikes larger than a certain size. The data is then heavily
band-pass filtered to make small cosmic rays more visible. A
second template is used to flag these small cosmic rays. This
process might mistake bright galactic sources for small cosmic
rays. To avoid this, we make a list of all bright source crossings
in our datastreams by using the coincidence of sources in both
detectors of a pixel pair. These samples are explicitly unflagged.
After building up a list of flagged samples, these samples are
filled with noise in the deconvolved data.
After completing this primary data cleaning, we found that
each of our time-streams contained an extraneous component
that was well correlated with the accelerations of the telescope’s
pitch and roll gyroscopes. We fit these accelerations to the data
in hour long chunks and subtracted this contribution from the
time-streams.
5.1. Post-flight attitude determination
Pointing reconstruction consists of determining where each de-
tector was pointing in the sky at each data sample. We had a
redundant number of attitude sensors that can be combined in
diﬀerent ways to obtain the final pointing solution. The two
pipelines are significantly diﬀerent in this respect.
5.2. IT pointing reconstruction
Pointing is described by the rotation matrix S that transforms
from the Celestial reference frame to the telescope reference
frame. In addition, the constant oﬀsets of the pointing direc-
tions of the horns in the telescope frame must be determined.
The problem is separated into two parts S = A · B, where the
rotation matrix A converts from an Earth local reference frame
to the telescope frame, and B is the astronomical conversion. A
is called the attitude matrix and is defined by three Euler angles.
It can also conveniently be described by a quaternion.
To derive the attitude matrix we use several attitude sensors,
measuring either absolute angles or angular velocities. In our
case the absolute sensors are a diﬀerential GPS, a Stellar Sensor
and two Solar Sensors. The diﬀerential GPS can by itself mea-
sure the attitude matrix A, but suﬀers for low frequency drifts,
of the order of 7′/
√
hour. The solar and the stellar sensors mea-
sure the sensor-Sun or sensor-Star angles in the payload frame,
each providing two equations for the three unknown Euler an-
gles. Their combination thus provides a solvable system. The
angular velocities are obtained from the laser gyroscopes, which
have a bias due to their orientation in the Earth’s magnetic field.
We combine the signals of the diﬀerent sensors taking into
account their noise/drift properties, by means of an optimized
Kalman filter (Kalman 1960) and by properly flagging the sen-
sors signals. The Kalman filter is based on the propagation from
the status at time t to the status at time t + ∆t as predicted by
the dynamic measurements (from gyroscopes), in combination
with the direct measurements of the status t + ∆t (update). The
weighting of the update is given by the noise properties of the
gyroscopes and of the sensors.
The direction of lines of sight of the diﬀerent detectors in the
telescope frame are derived from observation on known sources,
i.e. AGNs and Galactic HII regions.
A final correction to the IT pointing solution is obtained by
dividing the timestream in hour-long chunks. For each chunk
we make a sky map, and find the Azimuth and elevation oﬀ-
sets which best fit a single template map derived from the
boomerang data from the 1998 flight. An IRAS template was
used for the scans on the Galactic plane. The pointing solution is
then corrected using these best fit oﬀsets, which are of the order
of <∼1 arcmin.
The accuracy of the IT pointing solution is tested by means
of the signals detected in the direction of bright AGNs (see
Sect. 6.2), and is of the order of (2.4 ± 0.3)′ rms.
5.3. The NA pointing solution pipeline
Spikes in the raw pointing data are removed, and where possible
(over a few samples) the data can be linearly interpolated. Post-
flight re-calibrations are applied to the SC, PSS and FSS data.
For the SC/PSS azimuth and elevation this is a simple matter of
rotating the coordinates through a small angle until correlated
signal is minimized. The FSS is re-calibrated using azimuth data
from the GPS and the SC. A look-up table of sun elevation ver-
sus raw FSS azimuth is constructed. Each element of the table
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contains a GPS/SC derived sun azimuth relative to the gondola,
averaged over the whole flight. Raw FSS data is replaced by the
corresponding element in the table. Another useful derived quan-
tity is obtained from the GPS up, north and east velocity data.
The relatively stable LDB environment allows one to model the
gondola as a pendulum. With this model first estimates of gon-
dola pitch and roll, pitchGV and rollGV may be calculated from
the GPS velocity data.
Clean, calibrated pointing fields are combined to determine
the gondola attitude. The sensors used in the final analysis in-
clude the FSS azimuth, the SC elevation, pitchGV , rollGV and
the integrated azimuth, pitch and roll gyro data. At frequencies
below ∼50 mHz the pointing solution is based on the best fit az-
imuth, pitch and roll to the sun and star positions as determined
by the star camera, the FSS, pitchGV and rollGV . Gaps in the
pointing data less than ∼40 s long are filled with integrated gyro
data and above ∼50 mHz the pointing solution is strictly gyro
signal. Gaps longer than ∼40 s are flagged.
The elevation encoder signal is added to the gondola pitch,
thereby translating gondola (outer frame) attitude into telescope
(inner frame) attitude. The beam oﬀsets for each detector are
obtained from fits to the five brightest QSOs in the CMB field.
Galactic and CMB source centroid oﬀsets reveal a 0.1◦ shift in
gondola pitch after the mid-flight ballast drop. To account for
this approximately 6 h of data during and after the ballast drop
are flagged and a pitch shift is applied to all pointing data pre-
ceding the drop. The reconstructed elevation and azimuth of each
beam on the sky, along with the measured polarization angles for
each detector, and the GPS latitude, longitude and time are com-
bined to determine the right ascension, declination and the angle
between the principal axis and the meridian for each beam.
The CMB field pointing error, based on comparisons of ana-
lytical beams with observed beams, is ∼2.5′ rms in azimuth and
∼1.5′ rms in elevation (see Sect. 6.2).
6. In-flight calibration
6.1. Transfer function
The transfer function of each detector, including the readout, has
been measured in flight using a procedure similar to the one
described in Crill et al. (2003). Even though the detectors are
designed to minimize cosmic rays cross section, each detector
produces detectable cosmic ray hits at the rate of about one ev-
ery two minutes, leaving on the data-stream a typical signature
which is the response of the system to an impulsive input. This
signature is the transfer function of the system in real space.
Of all the cosmic rays events in a given channel, only the
subset producing a spike in the (0.5–4) Volts range is selected
for this analysis, in order to neglect the eﬀects of noise and to
avoid saturated events. Each event in the database is shifted in
time and normalized to minimize the chi square to a first order
approximation of the impulse response. The shift is performed
on a grid much finer than the 60 Hz sampling rate of the Data
Acquisition System. The combination of all the hits provides a
template of the impulsive response of each detector. As an exam-
ple, we plot in Fig. 21 the data for detector 145W1. The result
is insensitive to the choice of the first order approximation. The
Fourier transforms of those templates are the transfer functions
of the detectors. The method is sensitive in a frequency range
between ∼0.1 and ∼250 Hz. The resulting transfer function is
similar (but not exactly equal) to the one described in Sect. 3.1.
The small diﬀerences are probably due to the internal time con-
stant of the detector absorber, which aﬀects in diﬀerent ways the
Fig. 21. In-flight response of the 145W1 channel to an impulsive event.
The frequency response of the system is the Fourier Transform of this
response. The points are accumulated from several cosmic-rays events
shifted and normalized to fit the same template.
response to mm-wave photons (depositing their energy on the
entire absorber) and the response to particles (depositing their
energy on a small localized part of the absorber). The IT pipeline
uses this transfer function, complementing it with lab calibration
data (Sect. 3.1) at f < 0.1 Hz. The NA pipeline uses the transfer
function derived from pre-flight measurements.
6.2. Effective beam calibration
The eﬀective b03 beam profiles are estimated combining phys-
ical optics modeling and observations of bright extragalactic
point sources.
The physical beam is computed with a physical optics sim-
ulation of the telescope (see Sect. 2.6 and Fig. 15); its shape is
similar to a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 9.8 arcmin for
the 145 GHz channels and of 5.6′ for the 245 and 345 GHz chan-
nels, with residuals of the order of 2% (see Fig. 16).
Pointing errors produce a jitter on the map that we assumed
to be Gaussian and uniform in all the observed sky regions.
Under this assumption the jitter is defined by a single parameter,
σjitter.
The observed profile of a point source is the convolution of
the physical beam with the Gaussian describing the pointing jit-
ter. For a Gaussian and isotropic physical beam we would have
B(θ, σjitter) = exp
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣− θ22 (σ2beam + σ2jitter)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ · (24)
Using the actual physical beam gives a result very similar to
Eq. (24). We measured σjitter by comparing the expected beam
to the profiles of five sources derived from the 8 PSBs maps
at 145 GHz. We did not use the higher frequency channels
to estimate the jitter because of their higher noise. The jitter,
estimated as the weighted average of the 5 best fit values, is
σjitter = (2.5 ± 0.3) arcmin. The FWHM of the eﬀective beam
used in the final analysis is (11.2 ± 0.3) arcmin for the 145 GHz
channels, (7.8 ± 0.3) arcmin for the 245 and 345 GHz channels.
6.3. Gain drift from calibration lamp
The responsivity of the bolometers depends on the operating
temperature and on the radiative loading. Both these quantities
can change during the flight.
For this reason, we include a calibration lamp in the cold op-
tics of boomerang, that flashes every ∼15 min during the flight.
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Details on the lamp, which is a composite bolometer structure
suspended in the center of a 1 cm hole in the tertiary mirror, are
in Crill et al. (2003). Its intrinsic stability depends on the fact
that the temperature achieved during the flashes is significantly
higher than the 2K base temperature. In this limit, the emission
of the lamp depends only on the heater current, which is stable
to better than 0.1%.
The amplitude of the calibration signal changes only by a
few percent during the flight, as shown in the top panel of
Fig. 17. To demonstrate that these fluctuations are not intrin-
sic to the source, we have analyzed the DC signal across the
bolometers. This is proportional to the resistance of the bolome-
ters, which in turn is proportional to the responsivity. For all the
detectors we found a very good correlation between the bolome-
ter responsivity estimated from the calibration lamp and the DC
level: a clear indication that the signal of the calibration lamp is
constant through the flight.
6.4. Bolometer performance
We compute in-flight bolometer parameters with a bolometer
model based on Holmes et al. (1998), Jones (1953), and Mather
(1982) (see Jones 2005 for details). The receiver model com-
putes the total optical load on the detectors using the resistance
and thermal conductivity as functions of temperature measured
on the ground, and the in-flight DC bolometer voltage, bias cur-
rent, and noise.
We further model the optical load on the detectors due to the
atmosphere, telescope, and Cosmic Microwave Background, and
assume that leftover optical load is due to internal parasitic load-
ing. The optical load and responsivity change by several percent
during the flight (see Sect. 6.3) due to changes in emission from
the atmosphere and thermal radiation from cryostat components.
We model the contributions to the noise from photon shot
noise, Johnson noise, phonon shot noise in the thermal link be-
tween the bolometer and the cold stage, and amplifier noise and
compute the NEP (Noise Equivalent Power) contributed by each.
The results of these calculations, for typical values of the in-
flight optical load, are reported in Table 5.
A source of impulsive noise is cosmic rays. All the b03 de-
tectors have been designed to minimize their cross section to
cosmic rays. As a result, even in the polar stratosphere, the av-
erage rate of cosmic-rays hits in PSBs is one every two min-
utes. Over all the identified events, 83% produce transients with
amplitude at the ADC 0.05 < A < 1V; 10% have amplitude
1V < A < 2V , 5% have 2V < A < 4V and 3% have A > 4V .
All these events are flagged and removed from the analysis as
explained in Sect. 5.
6.5. Noise estimation
The measurement of the actual in-flight noise is obtained via a
Fourier transform of the raw datastream. A sample power spec-
trum of the raw data (deconvolved from system frequency re-
sponse, as estimated in Sects. 3.1 and 6.1) is shown in Fig. 22.
Signal contributions are present above the noise, at the scan fre-
quency and at its harmonics, and in the ∼0.1 Hz range. The
Generalized Least Squares (GLS) map-making method relies on
knowledge of the noise correlation function, which is related to
the noise power spectral density by a Fourier transform. This
quantity must be estimated from the data themselves, which are
a combination of noise and signal.
Table 5. The receiver performance for a typical channel from each of
the Boomerang bands, computed from a receiver model using the ob-
served average in-flight loading conditions. The performance measured
in flight is consistent with these estimates.
units 145 245 345
Optical power pW 0.496 0.846 6.158
Equivalent R-J temperature K 4 4 16
CMB/total % 23.0 6.2 0.9
Atmos./total % 4.1 32.6 64.7
Refl./total % 21.4 17.2 10.0
Internal/total % 51.5 44.0 24.4
NEPtotal 10−17 W/
√
Hz 2.49 3.89 8.95
NEPphoton 10−17 W/
√
Hz 0.99 1.64 5.31
Bose term % 14.8 7.2 16.4
NEPphonon 10−17 W/
√
Hz 1.003 1.636 2.891
NEPjohnson 10−17 W/
√
Hz 1.307 1.839 3.669
NEPamplifier 10−17 W/
√
Hz 1.578 2.518 5.494
NEPbolo / NEPbackground 1.67 1.50 0.88
NEFD mJy/
√
Hz 37 43 177
NETcmb µKCMB
√
s 151 341 551
NETRJ µKRJ
√
s 89 92 51
NETinst
cmb µKCMB
√
s 53 171 275
Voltage noise nV/
√
Hz 18.0 17.7 18.5
The standard way to characterise the underlying noise is
by subtracting an estimate for the signal (see Ferreira & Jaﬀe
2000). Since the signal can be estimated by making a map, the
two problems are entangled, and a possible approach is iterative
(see Prunet et al. 2001 and Dore et al. 2001; see however Natoli
et al. 2002 for an alternative approach).
In the IT pipeline, a rough estimate of the signal is obtained
by naïvely coadding a band-pass filtered version of the timeline;
the resulting map is used as a baseline to obtain an estimate of
the noise power spectral density. This is in turn used to make
a new, GLS, map and the process can be iterated as desired. We
have found empirically that, for b03, no significant improvement
is obtained by iterating more than five times. Furthermore, tests
on simulated data suggest that, under these conditions, the un-
derlying noise properties are recovered without any substantial
bias (see De Gasperis et al. 2005).
The following scheme is employed to optimally use the in-
formation produced by all detectors. The above procedure is
repeated for each uncalibrated bolometer timeline (e.g. eight
times, one for each 145 GHz bolometer). Then, a first estimate
of the relative calibration factors between channels at a given
frequency are computed as explained in Sect. 7.2.1. A multi-
channel, high signal to noise ratio, relatively calibrated map is
produced and used as an estimate for the underlying signal to
evaluate a more precise noise power spectral density for each
bolometer. As a further step, relative calibration factors are re-
computed with these noise estimates, and a new multichannel
map is made. We have verified that iterating further is useless
since if this last map is used to produce further noise estimates,
the latter do not change significantly.
A sample noise power spectrum is shown in Fig. 22. With
this method we estimate the noise of all the b03 channels in
V/
√
Hz. This is converted into NEP (see Table 6) using the mea-
sured in-flight responsivity (see Sects. 7.2.1 and 7.2.2).
There is a component of noise correlated between diﬀerent
detectors. This is especially visible at very low frequencies. In
Fig. 22 we include an example. This noise has a similar level
for all detector couples (roughly independent of whether the
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Fig. 22. Flight-average of the auto power spectrum of the data time-
stream, from channel 145W1 (top line, red). The data are recorded at
the ADC input. The total gain of the readout chain between the bolome-
ter and the ADC input is 50 000. The middle line (black) is the auto
power spectrum of the time stream after subtraction of the signal es-
timated from the best fit map: this is an estimate of the instrumental
noise. Comparing the two, it is evident that most of the CMB signal is
encoded in the 0.05–1 Hz range. The lowest line (blue) is the cross cor-
relation of the noise (time-stream – best fit map) signal from 145W1 and
145W2. In the frequency range of interest for the CMB signal, the cross-
correlated noise signal is at least one order of magnitude smaller than
the auto-correlated signal. The correlated noise rises at very low fre-
quencies, where atmospheric eﬀects, thermal drifts, pendulations and
scan-related microphonics can be present. At frequencies higher then
2 Hz the noise correlation remains well below the noise of the detector.
Table 6. In flight detectors performance: we report the noise equivalent
temperature at 1 Hz, derived from the noise equivalent voltage mea-
sured in flight as in Sect. 6.4, from the responsivity estimated as in
Sect. 7.2.1 and from the spectral calibrations of Sect. 3.2. In our sur-
vey, this frequency corresponds to multipoles 400 <∼  <∼ 1200. The
noise increases at lower and at higher frequencies, as shown in Fig. 22.
Channel NET (µKCMB
√
s)
145W1 140
145W2 137
145X1 156
145X2 150
145Y1 151
145Y2 159
145Z1 182
145Z2 281
245W 281
245X 358
245Y 316
245Z 331
345W 459
345X 424
345Y 620
345Z 309
detectors are members of the same PSB pair). It may originate in
scan synchronous microphonics and in fluctuations of the resid-
ual atmosphere. The levels of correlated noise in the interesting
frequency band (0.1–2 Hz), for all possible couples of 145 GHz
bolometers, are compared to the levels of noise of each bolome-
ter in Table 7. The presence of this correlated noise is neglected
in the map-making, but is taken into account for our estimates of
the power spectra (see Jones et al. 2006a; Piacentini et al. 2006;
Montroy et al. 2006).
Table 7. Absolute value of the noise cross-power-spectrum for the
145 GHz detectors, averaged in the 0.1–2 Hz range. The numerical val-
ues have been normalized to the noise auto-power-spectrum of detector
145W1, which is 1.2 × 10−6V2/Hz at the ADC input.
W1 W2 X1 X2 Y1 Y2 Z1 Z2
W1 1.000
W2 0.060 0.850
X1 0.034 0.031 1.100
X2 0.033 0.031 0.059 1.000
Y1 0.048 0.040 0.035 0.035 1.200
Y2 0.043 0.036 0.035 0.035 0.016 1.200
Z1 0.037 0.033 0.038 0.037 0.041 0.041 1.500
Z2 0.060 0.054 0.063 0.061 0.066 0.066 0.096 4.300
Fig. 23. Raw-data time-stream from channel 145W1. It is evident the
scan-synchronous signal from the CMB dipole. The (red) line is the
CMB dipole, measaured by WMAP and COBE, along this scan. There
is clear agreement between the predicted CMB dipole and the observed
scan synchronous signal.
6.6. CMB dipole
The dipole of the CMB is visible as an approximately linear
drift along our short scans. It produces a scan-synchronous tri-
angle wave (see Fig. 23) that we have removed from the time-
streams before proceeding with the analysis. Since it is scan-
synchronous, as some possible systematics, we cannot use it for
a precise calibration of the instrument: the calibration accuracy
achievable with the dipole is >∼15%, not suﬃcient for our pur-
poses. However, its amplitude is consistent with the amplitude
of the CMB Dipole measured by COBE and wmap.
7. Stokes parameters maps
7.1. The map making pipeline
A Generalized Least Square (GLS) method is used to jointly es-
timate the Stokes parameter sky maps I, Q and U from time
ordered data. The best maps are obtained by combining data
from all detectors available at a given frequency. This approach
is implemented in the ROMA map making code (De Gasperis
et al. 2005) for the IT pipeline, and in the DIQU code (Jones
et al. 2006b) for the NA pipeline. Following Eq. (10), we assume
the following data model:
Dit =
Si
2
Aitp
[
Ip +
1 − i
1 + i
(
Qp cos 2αit + Up sin 2αit
)]
+ nit. (25)
Here i, t and p label channel, time and map pixel respectively;
Dit are the time ordered data for a given channel, related to the
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sky maps Ip, Qp and Up by the pointing operator Aitp, which we
assume to be as simple as possible: its elements are equal to one
when a pixel is observed, and are zero otherwise. Equation (25)
can be recast in a more compact formalism by defining a gen-
eralized pointing matrix Atp which includes the trigonometric
functions and a map triplet Sp ≡ (Ip,Qp,Up):
Dt = AtpSp + n. (26)
The GLS estimator for Sp is then (see De Gasperis et al. 2005)
S˜p =
(
AtN−1A
)−1
AtN−1D, (27)
where N is the noise covariance matrix, whose estimation is dis-
cussed in Sect. 6.5 above:
N ≡ 〈ntnt′ 〉 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
〈
n1t n
1
t′
〉
· · ·
〈
n1t n
n
t′
〉
...
. . .
...〈
nnt n
1
t′
〉
· · ·
〈
nnt n
n
t′
〉
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (28)
This matrix becomes block diagonal assuming that there is no
noise correlation between diﬀerent detectors:〈
nitn
j
t′
〉
=
〈
n
j
t n
i
t′
〉
= 0 (i  j) . (29)
Given the size of the problem, in the IT pipeline the map mak-
ing normal Eq. (27) are solved by implementing a Fourier-based
preconditioned conjugate gradient iterative solver, which only
needs to perform matrix to vector products. This approach crit-
ically depends on the assumption that the noise is stationary
(Natoli et al. 2001). In the NA pipeline a Jacobi solver is used.
In practice, there are many further details. Since the solver
works in Fourier space, the timeline must be continuous; bad or
missing data chunks (“gaps”) are replaced by a constrained real-
ization of Gaussian noise (Hoﬀman & Ribak 1991), designed
to mimic the correct noise behavior at the gap’s boundaries.
The samples belonging to these chunks are then flagged and
the solver is instructed not to take them into account, as they
do not contain any useful data. The noise correlation functions
(also called noise filters) are band pass filtered in the range
70 mHz–14.5 Hz before being given to the map making code.
Each detector has its own noise filter, which is kept constant
over the full flight (i.e. data are reduced as if the noise were
stationary within a single detector) for the IT pipeline, while the
NA pipeline estimates noise separately for each (∼hour long)
chunk of data. The NA approach treats the non stationarity of
the data, at the cost of a reduced accuracy in the estimate of the
noise filter. The diﬀerences in the resulting maps are negligible.
For the polarization maps, detectors forming PSB pairs are
treated as independent detectors in the IT pipeline, while the dif-
ference of their signals is used by the NA pipeline (see Jones
et al. 2006b, for details).
The ROMA code employs about 20 min (and ∼200 itera-
tions) to produce a set of I, Q, U maps from an eight bolometer
(full flight) timeline, when running a 128 processor job on an
IBM SP machine featuring 450 MHz Power 3 processors.
7.2. Responsivity calibration
The first step in obtaining our final product maps of I, Q, U,
is the relative calibration of all the detectors. As explained in
Sect. 2.1, we need a relative calibration accuracy of the order of
<∼2%. We start by producing single detector maps of I using one
of the map-making procedures. We then proceed in two ways: in
pixel space and in multipole space.
Table 8. Relative calibration R of the PSB channels obtained from
the pixel-pixel scatter plots with NSIDE= 256 (second column, see
Sect. 7.2.1) and from the cross-spectrum (third column, see Sect. 7.2.2),
using W1 as the reference channel. For Rspectrum∗W1 , 1-σ errors are used. For
Rpixel∗W1 , we also include in the error the possible bias due to a conservative±20% error in the estimate of the noise.
channel Rpixel∗W1 R
spectrum
∗W1
145W2 0.956± 0.028 0.9391 ± 0.0023
145X1 0.985± 0.029 0.9498 ± 0.0025
145X2 0.749± 0.022 0.7300 ± 0.0022
145Y1 0.920± 0.030 0.9177 ± 0.0024
145Y2 0.912± 0.029 0.8918 ± 0.0030
145Z1 0.674± 0.021 0.6702 ± 0.0019
145Z2 0.407± 0.023 0.4183 ± 0.0018
7.2.1. Relative calibration from pixel-pixel correlation
of different PSBs
We carry out this analysis for the PSBs in the deep region. We
use the 145 GHz W1 channel as the reference channel. The char-
acteristics of these channels (beam, frequency response, noise,
polarization eﬃciency) are so similar that their data can be di-
rectly compared, pixel to pixel. For channel j we scatter plot the
Ii, j values (where i is the pixel index) versus the Ii,W1 values, and
we fit the data to a straight line. We estimate the error on each
Ii, j as σ j/
√
Nj,i where σ j is obtained by integrating the TOD
noise power spectrum, and Nj,i is the number of observations of
pixel i. The slope of the best fit line is the relative calibration
factor R j,W1 . Simulations show that this procedure results in an
accurate (within 1%) estimate of the relative calibration. The re-
sults for all channels are reported in Table 8.
We also study the eﬀect of a mis-estimate of the noise in
the responsivity estimate. This depends strongly on the signal
to noise per pixel of the data. For 7′ pixels, the signal to noise
per pixel for CMB anisotropies is ∼3. In these conditions, sim-
ple simulations show that in order to bias the relative calibration
by more than 2% the estimate of the noise must be wrong by
more than 20%. We conclude that this method provides a ro-
bust estimate of the relative calibration. The errors on the rela-
tive calibration results reported in Table 8 include the eﬀect of a
conservative 20% misestimate of the errors per pixel.
If, instead, the S/N per pixel is <∼1, then a 20% misestimate of
the noise induces >∼20% errors in the calibration. This happens
when an absolute calibration is attempted by fitting Ii, j versus
the Ii,WMAP. Since the angular resolution of wmap is worse than
the one of b03, and the noise per pixel is higher, the slope of the
best fit line is significantly biased. Also, working in pixel space
it is not trivial to take into account the diﬀerence in beam size
and shape between b03 and wmap.
7.2.2. Absolute and relative calibration from ratios
of cross-spectra
We can compare the signals detected by diﬀerent detectors ob-
serving the same sky in multipole space rather than in pixel
space. A cross-power spectrum is very useful in this case, due
to its unbiased nature: the noise properties of the two signals do
not aﬀect the results. Moreover, the use of the cross-power spec-
trum allows us to properly take into account in a simple way the
eﬀect of the diﬀerent angular resolution, and map-making trans-
fer functions. All these eﬀects can be included in a function Fk ,
which can be diﬀerent for each channel k. Since we do see CMB
fluctuations in all the b03 maps, this method can be used to
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calibrate the b03 detectors at 145, 245 and 345 GHz, and to find
the absolute calibration factor by comparing b03 maps to a ref-
erence map from wmap.
We expand the uncalibrated maps of all channels in spherical
harmonics:
Vk =
∑
,m
ak,mY

mF
k
 . (30)
We can compute the cross power spectrum 〈ak,mFk ×a j,mF j〉 and
compare it to the cross power spectrum 〈a j,mF j × aW1,mFW1 〉: the
ratio is the relative calibration of channel k against the reference
channel W1 of b03:
Rk,W1 =
〈
ak,mF
k
 × a j,mF j
〉
〈
a
j
,mF
j
 × aW1,mFW1
〉 · (31)
This is iterated for all j  k for consistency checks. This pro-
cedure needs Monte-Carlo simulations to properly take into ac-
count any correlated noise between b03 channels i and j.
To avoid this, we can use non-b03 datasets (the V and W
wmap maps and the 150 GHz b98 map, denoted by greek in-
dices) as pivot signals:
Rk,W1 =
〈ak
,m
Fk

× aα
,m
Fα

〉
〈aα,mFα × aW1,mFW1 〉
· (32)
To improve the accuracy, we also use slightly more complex
combinations of signals:
Rk,W1 =
〈ak,mFk × aα,mFα 〉
〈aα,mFα × ai,mFi〉
· 〈a
i
,mF
i
 × aβ,mFβ 〉
〈aβ
,m
Fβ

× aW1
,m
FW1

〉 (33)
and average all the multipole bins between  = 75 and  = 500.
Using Eqs. (32) and (33) we have obtained 21 estimates of the
relative calibration for each b03 channel. We have computed the
weighted average of these estimates, and checked with Monte-
Carlo simulations that such procedure is accurate and that the
standard error on the weighted average is a correct estimate of
the statistical uncertainty. The results are reported in Table 8.
These relative calibrations are consistent with the pixel-space
ones obtained in Sect. 7.2.1, and the statistical uncertainty is
smaller, ranging between ∼0.2% and ∼0.4%. We have also veri-
fied that using either of the two sets of relative calibrations does
not change the combined map significantly.
Having measured the relative calibrations for all channels of
the same band, we can combine them into an uncalibrated opti-
mal map of the sky, using the optimal map-making described in
Sect. 7.1.
We then estimate the absolute calibration of this map by
comparing it to the wmap map in the same region. The wmap
all-sky maps are calibrated with remarkable accuracy (0.5%, see
Bennett et al. 2003). So we can compare the angular power spec-
tra measured by b03 and wmap in the same sky region in order
to measure the absolute responsivity S of B03.
Assuming that the uncalibrated signal in b03 (in Volt) is re-
lated to the CMB temperature measured by wmap as TWMAP =
VB/S, we can estimate S from diﬀerent combination of b03 and
wmap power spectra. We use the following one:
1
S =
〈aB,mFB × aWMAP,m FWMAP 〉
〈aB,WX
,m
FWX

× aB,YZ
,m
FYZ

〉 · (34)
Fig. 24. Absolute calibration factors S based on wmap measurement.
The cross-power spectra are computed using the shallow integration re-
gion with uniform weight. The final value for S is the weighted average
of the S.
For the 145 GHz PSBs, we compute the cross-power spectrum
of 〈aB,mFB × aWMAP,m FWMAP 〉 using optimal combined maps of
all channels for both the experiments, and the cross-power spec-
trum of 〈aB,WX
,m
FWX × aB,YZ,m FYZ 〉 using optimal maps obtained
combining the W and X PSBs for the first map, and the Y and
Z PSBs for the second one. Using this denominator in place of
〈aB,mFB ×aB,mFB 〉we avoid the need to remove a bias due to cor-
related noise. This choice, based on half of the detectors, does
not degrade the precision of the result, which is already limited
by wmap noise.
For the 145 GHz T map, we show in Fig. 24 the measure-
ment of S obtained from Eq. (34), i.e. the absolute calibration
factor as a function of . The error bars are estimated with a
bootstrap method (see Polenta 2004 for details). Its flatness con-
firms that we are properly correcting for beam, pixelization and
noise eﬀects.
We confirm the robustness of the result by computing cali-
bration factors from the shallow and deep surveys separately and
by applying diﬀerent weighting schemes. The final result for the
145 GHz map is
S145 = (11.84 ± 0.20)V/K (35)
where the 1-σ error already incorporates the eﬀect of the calibra-
tion uncertainty of wmap. The absolute responsivity of a single
channel k can be obtained from the values listed in Table 8 as
Sk = SRk,W1 .
The calibrations of 245 and 345 GHz maps are found in a
similar way. We obtain
S245 = (4.27 ± 0.20)V/K (36)
and
S345 = (3.04 ± 0.27)V/K. (37)
7.3. Differences in the two pipelines
Before discussing the results of the analysis, we summarize
in Table 9 the most important diﬀerences between the two
pipelines. Despite the many diﬀerent choices, the final results of
the analysis are very consistent for both the maps (see Sect. 7.4
and following) and the power spectra (Jones et al. 2006a;
Piacentini et al. 2006; Montroy et al. 2006).
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Table 9. Summary of the diﬀerent choices made for the two data analysis pipelines.
item IT pipeline NA pipeline
cross-polar response: full beam (Table 4, Col. 4) axial (Table 4, Col. 5)
time response: in-flight, from cosmic rays (Sect. 6.1) from lab measurements (Sect. 3.1)
noise: estimated on the full flight estimated in ∼hour long chunks
Q,U map-making: all detectors treated individually PSB pairs diﬀerences
map-making solver: Conjugate Gradients Jacobi
Fig. 25. b03 survey of the Galactic plane. In the top row we display (left to right): b03 maps at 145, 245 and 345 GHz. The brightness units are
MJy/sr. The conversion factors from MJy/sr to mKCMB are given in Table 3. In the bottom row we report, for comparison, maps of the same region
from (left to right): the CO survey of Dame et al. (2001), the WMAP 94 GHz channel, and the IRAS 3000 GHz survey. All the maps have been
convolved with a 6′ FWHM Gaussian filter. The equivalent FWHM resolution of the maps is indicated by the yellow circle on the bottom right of
each panel. The hexagons locate RCW38 (Dec ∼ −47.5◦) and IRAS 08576 (Dec ∼ −43.8◦).
7.4. Observations of the galactic plane
7.4.1. Brightness maps of the galactic plane
Brightness maps of a section of the Galactic plane at 145, 245
and 345 GHz are shown in Fig. 25, in comparison with other rel-
evant maps of emission from dust and associated molecular gas.
Several known HII regions are evident in the maps. Particulary
luminous are RCW38 (at RA= 134.76◦, Dec= –47.47◦) and
IRAS 08576 (at RA= 134.92◦, Dec= –43.75◦). Diﬀuse emission
is also evident. It is instructive to compare the b03 maps to mon-
itors of diﬀerent components of the ISM, like the IRAS/DIRBE
maps for the dust continuum and the 115 GHz CO map of
Dame et al. (2001) for the molecular gas (see bottom row of
Fig. 25). There is a good correlation between the b03 maps and
the IRAS/DIRBE 3000 GHz map for most of the diﬀuse struc-
ture observed. A striking exception is the cloud evident in all
b03 channels at RA= 135.24◦ and Dec= –44.80◦: this is very
dim in the IRAS map, while it is bright in the CO map and is
also visible in the WMAP 94 GHz map: the signature of a cold
dust cloud associated with molecular gas.
The measured spectral flux density (SFD) of the main
Galactic sources measured by b03 is reported in Fig. 26. The
fluxes have been obtained integrating the brightness maps on
disks centered on the sources. The diameter of the disks is cho-
sen as the maximum between the apparent size of the source
and twice the FWHM of the experiment beam. The error in the
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Fig. 26. Measured integrated fluxes for selected Galactic sources ob-
served by b03 (diamonds). The other data points are from WMAP
(stars), from DIRBE (triangle) and from the IRAS/DIRBE map
(square). The continuous line is the best fit SFD obtained as the sum
of a power law at low frequencies (∼νa) plus a thermal dust spectrum
dominating at high frequencies (∼ν2B(ν,Td)).
determination of the flux is dominated by the presence of diﬀuse
emission, which must be subtracted to estimate the net flux of
the source: this is less critical for RCW38, which is a relatively
isolated source. This results in error bars larger than those from
calibration and pointing jitter.
In order to gain insight on the physical processes of emis-
sion operating in the sources, we combined the b03 SFD data
with data from WMAP, DIRBE and IRAS (see Fig. 26). A com-
bination of a power law dominating at low frequencies (∼νa),
and a dust-spectrum at high frequencies (∼ν2B(ν, Td)) produces
a good fit to the data.
We find dust temperatures of (22.4 ± 0.9) K, (19.6 ± 0.7) K,
and (13.3 ± 0.6) K for RCW38, IRAS 08576, and the CO cloud
respectively. The spectral index of the power law is (−0.5± 0.1),
(−0.5± 0.3), and (−1.7± 1.3) for RCW38, IRAS 08576, and the
CO cloud respectively.
A word of caution is necessary for the power-lax indices de-
rived here. We are using data from experiments with diﬀerent an-
gular resolution. In particular the low frequency data have poorer
angular resolution, so the measured flux can be contaminated by
nearby sources entering these wider beams. For this reason the
spectra shown in Fig. 26 could be increasingly contaminated (bi-
ased high) at low frequencies. This issue will be analyzed in a
future publication.
The S/N ratio of the observations of RCW38 is high enough
that we can also give an upper limit for the ellipticity of our
beam. We fitted the 145 GHz map of RCW38 with an elliptic
Gaussian, leaving as free parameters the two FWHMs, the orien-
tation angle, and the amplitude. The beam FWHMs we find are
consistent with the ones discussed in Sect. 6.2. The measured
ellipticity is (4 ± 4)%. This includes the eﬀects of beam elliptic-
ity, anisotropic pointing jitter and intrinsic source ellipticity. The
cross-link of the sky scans (see Sect. 2.2) is such that the eﬀect
of an elliptic beam could not cancel out. It is thus unlikely that
the beam ellipticity is >10%; according to the analysis carried
out in Sect. 2.6, the contamination of our polarization measure-
ments due to beam ellipticity is thus expected to be less than a
few %.
7.4.2. Polarization of RCW38
RCW38 is the brightest source we observed. At 145 GHz the
polarization of RCW38 is very low. We have carried out an anal-
ysis on the 145 GHz W, X, and Y PSBs, analyzing 53 scans
over the source, and assuming that there is a constant polariza-
tion over the size of the source. For each scan and for each of
the 6 bolometers we fit a maximum amplitude of the detected
signal. We then solve for Q and U of each scan using the
detector signal diﬀerences W1-W2, X1-X2, Y1-Y2, taking into
account the relative calibration of the bolometers, the color cor-
rections, and the orientation angles. The resulting average val-
ues for Q and U are QRCW38 = (−0.046 ± 0.076) MJy/sr and
URCW38 = (0.054 ± 0.082)MJy/sr. Since the average brightness
for RCW38 on the same scans is 3.7 MJy/sr, the upper limit for
the polarization degree is pRCW38 < 6% (2-σ U.L.).
7.5. Brightness maps at high galactic latitude
7.5.1. Maps of CMB temperature anisotropy at high galactic
latitude
The main product of this experiment is the 145 GHz map, which
is shown as a large image in Fig. 27. The structure visible in
the map with high S/N is CMB anisotropy. ISD is negligible in
comparison to the CMB, as obtained in b98 (Masi et al. 2001)
and as we confirm below with the b03 data.
Maps of the shallow and deep regions at 145, 245 and
345 GHz are compared in Figs. 28 and 29 respectively. For a
meaningful comparison, all maps have been filtered in the same
way. Aggressive high-pass filtering of the time ordered data (cut-
on at 7.5 times the scan frequency) was required for the 245 GHz
and 345 GHz bolometers, in order to avoid artifacts due to scan
synchronous noise. The brightness at 245 and 345 is due to
a mixture of CMB and emission from interstellar dust (ISD),
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Fig. 27. 145 GHz I map from all the PSB bolometers of b03. I is
encoded in the false color scale in thermodynamic temperature units
for a 2.725 K blackbody. The pixel size is 3.4 arcmin. The data
of this map will be made publicly available (together with a set
of realistic simulations needed for quantitative analysis) at the b03
web servers: http://oberon.roma1.infn.it/boomerang/b2k and
http://cmb.phys.case.edu/boomerang.
as evident from the comparison of the CMB-subtracted maps to
the IRAS 3000 GHz map in the botton rows of Fig. 28.
The temperature anisotropy of the CMB is measured with
high S/N in the deep 145 GHz map. Figure 30 compares the
145 GHz deep map with maps of the same region obtained from
boomerang-98 at 150 GHz, and from wmap at at 94 GHz.
There is excellent morphological agreement between all three
maps.
To estimate more precisely the S/N of the 145 GHz deep
map, we jackknife the data to provide two independent maps:
one using data only from the first half of the deep survey (D1)
and one using data only from the second half of the deep survey
(D2). We then form the sum and diﬀerence maps, (D1+D2)/2
and (D1-D2)/2. The sum map contains both signal and noise, the
diﬀerence map only noise. For all maps we have used HEALPIX
NSIDE= 1024, i.e. a pixel side of 3.5′. Histograms of both
maps, shown in Fig. 31, are Gaussian-distributed. The rms in
the sum and diﬀerence maps is σ+ = (93.2 ± 0.5) µK and
σ− = (23.4 ± 0.2) µK, respectively. The rms of the sky sig-
nal is thus
√
93.22 − 23.42 = (90.2 ± 2.3) µK, where the error
now includes the uncertainty in absolute calibration. Realistic
simulations of our observations, including all the details of scan
speed, coverage, detectors noise, filtering, pixelization, etc. can
be used to estimate the expected rms of CMB anisotropy in
these observations, for the standard “concordance” model best
fitting WMAP. We used the same simulations used for our spec-
tral analysis (Jones et al. 2006a; Piacentini et al. 2006; Montroy
et al. 2006). The result is (94 ± 13) µK (including cosmic vari-
ance). A similar result is obtained integrating the power spec-
trum of the “concordance” model over the B03 window function
shown in Fig. 16.
The distribution of the measured brightness in the deep
145 GHz map is accurately Gaussian. The simplest Gaussianity
test is the evaluation of the skewness S 3 and kurtosis S 4 of the
pixel temperature distribution, computed as
S 3 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
[
Ti − 〈T 〉
σT
]3
; S 4 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
[
Ti − 〈T 〉
σT
]4
− 3. (38)
In Fig. 32 we compare the measured skewness (S 3 = −0.062)
and kurtosis (S 4 = −0.053) to the distribution of S 3 and S 4 eval-
uated from our realistic simulations set. The agreement is very
good: no hints for any deviation from Gaussianity. This also con-
firms that systematic eﬀects and foreground contamination are
negligible in this map.
The CMB structures mapped at 145 GHz are evident also in
the 245 and 345 GHz maps (Fig. 29), even if with lower S/N, due
to the higher background on the bolometers, to the lower number
of detectors in these bands, and to the presence of increasing
contamination from interstellar dust emission.
7.5.2. Foreground contamination by diffuse ISD emission
at high latitude
Our multiband maps allow us to carry out basic tests on the
level of foreground contamination. We consider first the deep
survey (carried out at Galactic latitudes |b| > 25◦). We use the
SFD IRAS map Di, j at 100 µm, corrected using DIRBE data
(Schlegel et al. 1999), as a template for ISD emission. We use
the wmap 94 GHz map Wi, j as a template for CMB anisotropy.
Both maps have been sampled along the scans of the B03, and
then high-pass and low-pass filtered using the transfer function
of the 145 GHz b03 detectors, in order to create the correspond-
ing synthesized time-streams. These have been processed in the
same way as the b03 detectors (see Sect. 7.5.1), to obtain the
maps shown in Figs. 28, 29 and 30. For this particular analysis
we use a 14′ pixelization, in order to avoid problems with the
diﬀerent beam size of the instruments, and carry out a linear fit
in pixel space:
Ii, j = AWi, j + BDi, j +C (39)
where Ii, j is one of the three b03 maps (145, 245, 345 GHz).
The results of the fits are reported in Table 10. The errors have
been estimated by dividing the deep survey region into nine sub-
regions, performing the fit for each subregion, and computing
the standard deviation of the best fit parameters. In this way we
account for variations in the properties of the foreground over
the survey region. The A values are not reported since they are
biased low, due to the relatively high noise of the WMAP map.
Simulations show that, with the noise levels present here, this
problem does not bias the estimates of the B values by more
than a few %. This error is added in quadrature to the statistical
error, which dominates the total error.
The fact that the correlation coeﬃcient for the WMAP tem-
plate is always significant means that we have detected CMB
anisotropy in all of our channels. The correlation coeﬃcient for
the IRAS template, instead, is statistically significant for the 245
and for the 345 GHz survey. This means that the best fit values
for B at 145 GHz provide only an upper limit for ISD contam-
ination. As an example of a region where ISD fluctuations are
larger, we can consider the part of the Shallow Survey closer to
the Galactic Plane: 90◦ < RA < 105◦; −50◦ < Dec < −40◦.
Proceeding as before, in this region we obtain the results re-
ported in the lower part of Table 10, which confirm the results
found for the deep survey.
We have carried out an analysis similar to the one just de-
scribed, using the diﬀerence maps M345 = I345 − I145 and
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Fig. 28. The shallow and deep surveys of B03. Top row: I maps from b03. From left to right: 145 GHz; 245 GHz; 345 GHz. I is encoded in the false
color scale in thermodynamic temperature units for a 2.725 K blackbody. The pixel size is 3.4 arcmin. Bottom row, from left to right: IRAS/DIRBE
image of the same region at 3000 GHz; b03 diﬀerence map obtained by subtracting the 145 GHz map from the 245 GHz map, in order to remove
CMB anisotropy from the resulting map; b03 diﬀerence map obtained as 345 GHz map minus 145 GHz map. The central region, where the noise
is evidently lower, is the deep survey. In Fig. 29 we zoom on such region. The circles label the positions of known AGNs. To remove large-scale
gradients, a high-pass filter at 7.5 times the scan frequency was applied on the time-ordered data: this filter is needed to remove artifacts due to
scan synchronous noise in the 245 and 345 GHz maps. A Gaussian filter with 7′ FWHM was used as anti-aliasing.
M245 = I245 − I145 as “CMB-subtracted” maps. Since our
145 GHz map is dominated by CMB anisotropy and features
very low noise, M345 and M245 monitor all non-CMB brightness,
and have lower noise than what we can obtain subtracting the
94 GHz WMAP map as a CMB template. The fit of equation
Mi, j = BDi, j + C (40)
gives results very similar to the fits to Eq. (39) reported in
Table 10.
The rms fluctuation of the dust template in the deep sur-
vey region is about 0.25 MJy/sr, so we get ∆Tdust,rms = (12 ±
5) µKCMB at 245 GHz and ∆Tdust,rms = (50 ± 5) µKCMB at
345 GHz. The upper limit at 145 GHz is ∆Tdust,rms < 10 µKCMB
(1-σ u.l.).
Finkbeiner et al. (1999) have studied the extrapolation to
longer wavelengths of dust fluctuations detected by IRAS. Our
results are consistent with their extrapolations. Their model 8 for
the specific brightness of ISD is:
Bdust(ν) ∝ q f1να1 B(ν, T1) + (1 − f1)να2 B(ν, T2) (41)
with α1 = 1.67, T1 = 9.4 K, α2 = 2.7, T2 = 16.2 K, f1 = 0.0363,
q = 13. The rms of the extrapolated maps in the deep survey re-
gion are 2, 11 and 47 µKCMB in the 145, 245 and 345 GHz bands
respectively. So this model fits quite well our measurements (see
also Fig. 33).
With no detection at 145 GHz, we use the spectrum of
Model 8 to extrapolate – with all the necessary caveats – to
145 GHz. Integrating in our bands (specified in Fig. 10), and
normalizing to our 345 GHz point, we get ∆Tdust,rms = (2.9 ±
1.2) µKCMB at 145 GHz. This value is much smaller than the
CMB anisotropy at the same frequency (the total sky rms at
145 GHz in our window function is ∼90 µK).
The dust fluctuations are non-Gaussian. However, only very
few structures deviate significantly from the rms stated above:
these are the clouds visible in the 354–145 diﬀerence map at
(RA, Dec)= (88.5◦,−48.3◦) and (84.6◦,−48.2◦). Their size is
<∼1◦, and their brightness, extrapolated at 145 GHz with Model 8,
is <∼20 µK.
Since the polarization of the diﬀuse cirrus at these frequen-
cies is <∼10% of the brightness (Ponthieu et al. 2005), we expect
a polarized contribution from ISD <∼1 µK rms, which is small
with respect to the expected CMB polarization (√〈EE〉 ∼ 3 µK
rms in our beam and with 14′ pixelization we are using for the
analysis in this paragraph).
The contamination estimates above depend on the assump-
tion that ISD is well monitored by the IRAS/DIRBE template.
They do not take into account the possible existence of a colder
dust component, undetected by IRAS, and with a diﬀerent angu-
lar distribution.
Studying the residuals from the best fit of Eqs. (39) and (40),
we find that the 145 GHz residuals are consistent with instru-
mental noise, while there are, in the 245 and 345 GHz residuals,
structures which could be either instrumental artifacts or real sky
fluctuations, or a combination of the two. The SFD extrapolation
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Fig. 29. The deep survey of b03. Top row: I maps from b03. From left to right: 145 GHz; 245 GHz; 345 GHz. I is encoded in the false color scale
in thermodynamic temperature units for a 2.725K blackbody. The pixel size is 3.4 arcmin. Bottom row, from left to right: IRAS/DIRBE image of
the same region at 3000 GHz; b03 diﬀerence map obtained by subtracting the 145 GHz map from the 245 GHz map, in order to remove CMB
anisotropy from the resulting map; b03 diﬀerence map obtained as 345 GHz map minus 145 GHz map. All the maps have been filtered in the same
way. To remove large-scale gradients, a high-pass filter at 7.5 times the scan frequency was applied on the time-ordered data: this filter is needed
to remove artifacts due to scan synchronous noise in the 245 and 345 GHz maps. A Gaussian filter with 7′ FWHM was used as anti-aliasing.
Fig. 30. Comparison of maps of the deep survey region from wmap 94 GHz (3-years data, left), the boomerang98 data at 145 GHz (center) and
the b03 145 GHz data (right). The first two maps have 7′ pixels, the b03 one has 3.5′ pixels. The improvement in the S/N of b03 is evident. A
remarkable morphology agreement of the structures detected in three independent experiments is also evident. In all maps I is encoded in the false
colors scale in thermodynamic temperature units for a 2.725 K blackbody.
to our frequencies fails to produce these features (the SFD dust
temperature is in fact fairly constant, at 17–18 K, throughout the
deep survey region). These structures are quite dim: the rms is
∼90 µK at 345 GHz and ∼70 µK at 245 GHz. These numbers
include the eﬀect of instrumental noise and should be consid-
ered conservative upper limits for the sky fluctuations. Their ex-
trapolation to 145 GHz, using a reasonable dust spectrum like
Model 8, gives ∆Trms <∼ 10 µKCMB at 145 GHz.
Our deep survey region is representative of a fairly large frac-
tion of the high latitude sky. To see this, we select increasing
fractions of the sky by requiring that dust brightness, monitored
by the IRAS/DIRBE map at 100 µm, is equal or lower than a give
threshold. We find that the best ∼40% of the sky has the same
rms fluctuation of dust brightness as in our deep survey, and that
the best 75% of the sky has a brightness fluctuation <∼3 times
larger than the one in our deep survey.
7.5.3. Foreground contamination by compact sources
A few point sources are evident in the I maps. These AGNs
have been used for testing the pointing reconstruction proce-
dures as explained in Sect. 5.1. The eﬀect of the full popula-
tion of resolved and unresolved AGNs as a contaminant in CMB
anisotropy measurements is an important topic of discussion,
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Fig. 31. Comparison of the 145 GHz CMB I maps obtained from the
two halves of the deep survey. The pixelization of the map is 3.5 arcmin
(HEALPIX NSIDE= 1024). We histogram pixel temperatures resulting
from the diﬀerence and sum maps. Only noise and systematic eﬀects
contribute to the former, while both signal and noise contribute to the
latter. The two curves are labelled with their standard deviations. The
standard deviation of the signal is thus
√
93.22 − 23.42 = 90.2 µK.
Table 10. Pixel-space fits of the b03 maps with a combination of a CMB
template (from wmap) and a dust template (from IRAS), see Eq. (39).
For the three upper rows, the fit has been performed in the deep survey
region (74◦ < RA < 90◦; −50◦ < Dec < −40◦, 〈|b|〉 ∼ 32◦, for a total of
2172 15′ pixels). In this region, the rms fluctuation of the IRAS/DIRBE
map is 0.25 MJy/sr. For the three lower rows, the fit has been done
in the part of the Shallow Survey closer to the Galactic Plane (90◦ <
RA < 105◦; −50◦ < Dec < −40◦, 〈|b|〉 ∼ 23◦, 2027 pixels of 15′).
Here the rms fluctuation of the IRAS/DIRBE map is 0.57 MJy/sr. R(A)
is the correlation coeﬃcient for the CMB template, while R(B) is the
correlation coeﬃcient for the dust template. The last column gives the
estimated brightness fluctuation due to the ISD component correlated
to the IRAS/DIRBE map, in CMB temperature units.
Frequency R(A) R(B) B[µK/(MJy/sr)] 〈∆T 2dust〉1/2(µK)
145 GHz 0.634 0.074 (18 ± 23) <10
245 GHz 0.452 0.173 (49 ± 21) 12 ± 5
345 GHz 0.331 0.452 (202 ± 18) 50 ± 5
145 GHz 0.588 –0.085 (−5 ± 9) <5
245 GHz 0.273 0.143 (37 ± 11) 21 ± 6
345 GHz 0.123 0.380 (183 ± 24) 104 ± 14
in view of the forecasted ultra-sensitive surveys of the CMB
anisotropy and polarization. The SED of Blazars is almost flat
(S (ν) ∼ ν−a with 0 <∼ a <∼ 0.3 between few GHz and 100 GHz).
At our three frequencies, bracketing the frequency of maximum
brightness of CMB fluctuations, the contamination of the AGNs
is thus expected to be minimal.
Giommi & Colafrancesco (2004) have searched AGN cata-
logs for all the sources in the region observed by boomerang.
From their list of 54 sources, we find 8 AGNs in the deep sur-
vey region. Once we exclude the three brighter ones (which are
evident in the map) their equivalent CMB temperature in a 9.5′
beam is <400 µK at 145 GHz. Since the same region is covered
by about 5000 independent beams, it is evident that the presence
of mm AGN emission cannot contaminate the morphology of
the I maps. The integrated flux 〈S 〉 and its fluctuations 〈(∆S )2〉
produced by all resolved and unresolved AGNs with diﬀerential
Log N-Log S distribution dNdS are given by
〈S 〉 =
∫ S max
S min
S dNdS dS (42)
Fig. 32. The vertical lines represent the measured skewness (left panel)
and kurtosis (right panel) of the pixel temperature distribution in the
145 GHz deep survey map. The histograms derive from realistic simu-
lations of the measurement, assuming an underlying (Gaussian) “con-
cordance” model.
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Fig. 33. Data Points: IRAS-correlated dust fluctuations detected by
b03: the squares refer to the Deep Survey region (74◦ < RA < 90◦;
−50◦ < Dec < −40◦); the circles refer to the part of the Shallow Survey
closer to the Galactic Plane (90◦ < RA < 105◦; −50◦ < Dec < −40◦,
2027 pixels of 15′). The continuous line is model 8 of Finkbeiner
et al. (1999), normalized at 345 GHz for the Deep Region. The dashed
line is the same model, scaled to the shallow region via the ratio be-
tween the IRAS/DIRBE rms in the two regions.
〈(∆S )2〉 =
∫ S max
S min
S 2
dN
dS dS . (43)
When detected with an instrument with eﬀective solid angle Ω,
these flux fluctuations produce a rms signal equivalent to a CMB
anisotropy ∆TAGN given by
〈(∆TAGN)2〉 = T 2CMB
〈(∆S )2〉
Ω
[
xex
ex−1 B(ν, TCMB)
]2 · (44)
Using the dNdS and the SED of Giommi & Colafrancesco (2004),
we get 〈(∆S )2〉 ∼ 30, 25, 21 Jy2/sr at 145, 245, 345 GHz
respectively. Using the b03 beams to compute Ω, we obtain√〈(∆TAGN)2〉 = 5.8, 4.2, 6.0 µK rms at 145, 245, 345 GHz
respectively. This is negligible with respect to the measured
anisotropy of the map.
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Fig. 34. Polarization in the deep survey. Top: Q map from the 145 GHz
PSB bolometers; Bottom: U map from the same bolometers. Note that
the stretch of the false color scale is a third of the one in the T maps.
These maps are dominated by instrumental noise.
AGN emission is usually polarized at a level p <∼ 5%.
Assuming random polarization directions and neglecting the nat-
ural dispersion in the p values, we get
〈(∆QAGN)2〉 = p
2
2
〈(∆TAGN)2〉. (45)
So we find
√〈(∆QAGN)2〉 = 0.20, 0.15, 0.21 µK rms at 145, 245,
345 GHz respectively.
This is negligible with respect to the amplitude of the
E-mode CMB polarization that we expect in our maps (∼3 µK
rms for the 14′ pixelization, and ∼4 µK rms for the 3.5′ pixeliza-
tion), and to our statistical noise. Future experiments that seek
to detect the much smaller B-mode polarization signal – partic-
ularly the lensing signal at small angular scales – will need to
carefully account for the contribution to the B-mode signal by
compact sources.
7.6. Polarization of deep, high latitude maps at 145 GHz
In Fig. 34 we present maps of the Stokes parameters Q and U at
145 GHz in the deep survey region.
Unlike the I maps, here the CMB signal in each pixel is
smaller than the noise. To estimate the signal to noise ratio (S/N)
of the map, we have produced again two separate 145 GHz
maps, one from the first half (D1) of the observations in the
deep region, and another from the second half (D2). In Fig. 35
we compare the histogram of the Q (and U) data from the sum
Fig. 35. Comparison of the 145 GHz maps of Stokes Q (top) and U
(bottom) taken in the two halves of the deep survey. The pixelization
has NSIDE= 1024 (3.5′ pixels). We histogram pixel values resulting
from the sum (heavy line) and diﬀerence (light line) maps. The sum
and diﬀerence histograms are very similar: at the level visible here there
is no indication of systematic eﬀects that could arise from changes of
observation conditions during the survey.
map (D1+D2)/2 to the same histogram from the diﬀerence map
(D1–D2)/2. The diﬀerence histogram is very similar to the sum
histogram, confirming that the signal is small with respect to
the noise. For this reason we do not expect any CMB polariza-
tion structure to be visible “by eye” in the Q and U maps. The
remarkable agreement of the sum and diﬀerence histograms in
Fig. 35 indicates the stability of the system and the absence of
systematic eﬀects over the 6 days of measurement on the deep
survey.
In Fig. 36 we plot the histogram of the measured polariza-
tion vector directions, computed as αi = (1/2) arctan[Ui/Qi].
Since the region observed by b03 is large compared to the typ-
ical correlation scale (∼1◦) characteristic of CMB polarization,
and since the two signals are dominated by uncorrelated noise,
we naively expect a uniform distribution of the αi. The data plot-
ted in Fig. 36 approximately confirm this expectation. The sine-
like deviation present in the data is due to the anisotropy of the
noise. Even though the 8 polarized detectors cover all possible
directions (in steps of π/8), the rotation of the focal plane with
respect to the sky during the flight is small enough that for each
direction of polarization only a few detectors have most of the
statistical weight. If one of the bolometers is noisier than the
others (see Table 6), the excursions of the noise will be larger
in that direction, and the measured polarization will be prefer-
entially oriented in the same direction. This has been confirmed
by repeating the same analysis on maps obtained from realistic
noise simulations. The b03 data are in full agreement with the
distribution of the results of the simulations, which are plotted
for comparison in Fig. 36. We can conclude that anisotropy ef-
fects are contained within <∼10% and are well described by our
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Fig. 36. Histogram of the directions of the polarization vectors, com-
puted as α = 0.5 arctan [U/Q], in the deep survey at 145 GHz (blue
line). The∼15% sinusoidal deviation from uniformity is due to unequal-
ized noise of the diﬀerent PSBs. This is confirmed by the analysis of
maps obtained from realistic noise simulations (black data points with
1-σ error bars).
Fig. 37. Histogram of the quantity σ2Q,sum − σ2Q,diﬀ from simulations
of the B2K observations of the Deep Region. The simulations used
the concordance model to generate CMB maps and realistic noise
simulations for all the 145 GHz detectors. The measured values of
σ2Q,sum − σ2Q,diﬀ and σ2U,sum − σ2U,diﬀ are plotted as vertical dashed lines.
simulations. These eﬀects can thus be treated in a self consistent
way by the map making and by the spectral estimation analysis
and simulation procedures.
From the sum and diﬀerence maps we compute the quan-
tities σ2Q,sky = σ
2
Q,sum − σ2Q,diﬀ and σ2U,sky = σ2U,sum − σ2U,diﬀ .
In the absence of systematics, these are estimators of the mean
square polarized signal from the sky. From a Gaussian fit to
the Q histograms we find σQ,sum = (42.5 ± 0.2) µK, while
σQ,diﬀ = (42.9 ± 0.2) µK. Analogously for U we get σU,sum =
(42.0 ± 0.2) µK, while σU,diﬀ = (41.8 ± 0.2) µK. These re-
sults do not allow one to extract the small sky signal (we expect
∼4/√2 µKrms for Q and U in the concordance model with 3.5′
pixelization), but are fully consistent with the level of noise of
our receivers (see Fig. 37).
In fact the uncertainty in σ2Q,sky and σ
2
U,sky obtained from re-
alistic simulations of the instrumental noise and of the obser-
vations is 25 µK2 (see Fig. 37). So we have σ2Q,sky = (−34 ±
25) µK2, and σ2U,sky = (17±25) µK2. For the polarization degree
we have P2 = σ2Q,sky+σ
2
U,sky = (−17±35) µK2. This sets an upper
limit to the rms linear polarization of the sky of Prms < 7.1 µK
(95% confidence level). This limit is close to the 4 µKrms ex-
pected for the CMB polarization signal in the 3.5′ pixelization.
Power spectrum methods provide much more powerful tools
to extract the sky polarization from noisy maps, since it is much
easier to separate diﬀerent components according to their mul-
tipole content. In particular the eﬀect of low-frequency noise
and drift mostly aﬀects the low multipoles  <∼ 50. While
the rms analysis above does not separate the diﬀerent multi-
poles, the spectral analysis does; artifacts at low multipoles can
be removed, allowing a much more sensitive probe for signal
at higher multipoles. The application of these methods to b03
is described in detail in Piacentini et al. (2006) and Montroy
et al. (2006), where it is shown that there is in fact a CMB polar-
ization signal hidden in the Q and U maps described here.
8. Conclusions
The results of this flight of BOOMERanG demonstrate the eﬀec-
tiveness of balloon-borne 145 GHz PSBs in the measurement of
CMB anisotropy and polarization, and in the survey of mm-wave
emission from the interstellar medium.
In our three frequency bands the long duration balloon plat-
form oﬀers an excellent tradeoﬀ between cost and performance.
With bolometers cooled to 0.3 K, observing through an uncooled
telescope, the stratosphere at altitudes >∼25 Km oﬀers a very sta-
ble environment, and optimal loading conditions for these mea-
surements.
During the entire flight, the b03 cryogenics and electronics
produced the correct environment (in terms of operating temper-
ature stability, radiative background level and stability, and elec-
tromagnetic disturbances) to operate the PSBs. These performed
very closely to the theoretical limit, as described in Sects. 6.4
and 6.5. The attitude control system allowed us to reconstruct the
pointing of the telescope with an accuracy of a few arcmin, suf-
ficient for the main purpose of the experiment, i.e. the measure-
ment of the power spectra of CMB anisotropy and polarization.
b03 produced maps of the sky at 145, 245 and 345 GHz in
two high-latitude regions and one region at low Galactic lati-
tudes, in the Southern sky, producing a new survey of more than
1000 square degrees with ∼10′ resolution. At high latitudes de-
gree and sub-degree scale anisotropy of the CMB is evident in
the 145, 245 and 345 GHz maps. The rms fluctuation of the sky
temperature measured from the 145 GHz map is perfectly con-
sistent with the current ΛCDM model for the anisotropy of the
CMB. The 145 GHz Stokes Q and U maps presented here allow
a statistical (power spectrum) detection of CMB polarization at
145 GHz, as discussed in companion papers.
The approach discussed here also shows the eﬀectiveness
of multi-band observations in monitoring the foreground signal.
The Galactic and extragalactic foreground is negligible (<∼10%
compared to the cosmological signal both in anisotropy and in
polarization) at 145 GHz and at high Galactic latitudes. Based
on the SFD maps, about 40% of the sky has ISD contamina-
tion equal or lower than in the deep survey region studied here.
Future B-modes searches, seeking a much smaller polarization
signal, will be heavily aﬀected by the foregrounds measured
here.
The results presented here are comparable in sensitivity to
those published using interferometric techniques at lower fre-
quencies; however, this measurement is the first using bolomet-
ric detectors, which can be scaled to large numbers and high
sensitivity for future investigations of CMB polarization. In the
nearer term, the measurements presented here provide a glimpse
at what the Planck HFI instrument will achieve at 145 GHz;
S. Masi et al.: boomerang-03: instrument, methods, I, Q, U maps 715
using the same technology (PSB detectors), the HFI will reach
over the whole sky roughly the same sensitivity per pixel as was
achieved by b03 in the deep survey.
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